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We have chosen to add updates to the first deliverable which was submitted in April 2012. In the 
following table gives a list of updated sections to simplify reading. Updates are kept separately where 
possible.  

Addendum D4.1.2 

Section Changes 

1.2.1 Added item: Research Data Alliance 

1.6.1 Added item: New developments 

2.3 Added item about Analysis of New Communities 

CESSDA, DARIAH, PanData, ECRIN, DiXa, EMSO, INCF 

2.3.1 Added item with summary including new communities 

3.1.1, 3.1.2, 
3.1.3, 3.1.4 

Added an item describing the status of the community participation in the service case 
pilots 

3.1.5 Updated with an item on a semantic annotation service  

3.4 Added item with Required Services from new communities (section 2.2 and 2.3) 

3.5 Added item with Summary including new Communities 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Data ‒ Challenges and Opportunities1 

“A fundamental characteristic of our age is the rising tide of data—global, diverse, valuable and 
complex. In the realm of science, this is both an opportunity and a challenge”2. This excerpt from a 2010 
European report on scientific data captures very well a major trend affecting almost all scientific 
disciplines, and the transformations required if we are to optimally manage and exploit this explosion of 
data.  

Modern information and communication technology (ICT) gives researchers improved access to data-
intensive sensors, increasingly comprehensive analysis and simulation facilities, and efficient large-scale 
communication platforms, enabling, for example, crowd sourcing that engages vast numbers of citizens 
in data creation and enrichment. As a consequence, politicians speak of ICT as a transformational factor 
for science3, revolutionizing traditions and workflows in almost all research disciplines. As a result, data 
is now the basis of theorization and proof-of-results even in disciplines not traditionally data-oriented. A 
completely new paradigm, known as data-intensive science (DIS), is thus being added to the set of 
methodologies used to discover unexpected phenomena based on statistical operations on large data 
sets. Data generated by processes in nature, societies, bodies and minds represents information that 
can be used in understanding the underlying nature of these processes.  

The availability of suitable data is a key pillar of e-Science, enabling teams of investigators to work with, 
or independently from, the researchers who derived the data, thus reusing and recombining data in new 
scientific contexts. However, repurposing data—within and especially across disciplinary domains—
requires significant integration and interoperability efforts, as well as agreement on standards and 
sharing practices. In this respect, it is not so much the sheer volume of data, but its increasing 
complexity and diversity across varying collections that requires attention.  

In particular, data useful in finding solutions to the grand challenges we face in the areas of climate 
change, energy production, health and societies can be seen as highly valuable, although it is impossible, 
as K. Jeffery points out, to quantify the value of scientific data4. Further, data is not just valuable to 
current generations of researchers, but also to future generations, since it captures information about 
the state of the world. Thus proper data management is required to guarantee seamless access to 
current and future researchers, and special attention is required to ensure proper long-term 
preservation.  

Data reuse in an open data infrastructure scenario also implies that data creators, managers and users 
no longer know each other: they are acting anonymously, but nevertheless must rely on each other’s 
quality of work. Thus new mechanisms are necessary to establish trust between all stakeholders.  

                                                             
1 This chapter re-uses some text of a forthcoming article written by D. Lecarpentier, J. Reetz and P. Wittenburg: “Towards a Pan-
European Collaborative Data Infrastructure”, in T. Critchlow, & K. Kleese-Van Dam (Eds.), Data Intensive Science (pp. to be 
determined). Boca Raton, FL: Taylor and Francis 
2 High Level Expert Group on Scientific Data. 2010. Riding the wave. How Europe can gain from the rising tide of data. Final 
report submitted to the European Union Commission, European Union. http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/e-
infrastructure/docs/hlg-sdi-report.pdf 
3 Kroes, N. 2010. Unlocking the full value of scientific data. In Riding the wave. op. cit.  
4
 Alliance for Permanent Access. 2008. Keeping the records of science accessible. Can we afford it? Report on the 2008 Annual 

Conference of the Alliance for Permanent Access, Budapest, 4 November 2008. http://www.alliancepermanentaccess.org/wp-
content/uploads/2010/12/documenten_Alliance2008conference_report.pdf 

http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/e-infrastructure/docs/hlg-sdi-report.pdf
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ict/e-infrastructure/docs/hlg-sdi-report.pdf
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Major efforts over a longer period are needed to meet the challenges of integration, interoperability, 
data life cycle management and trust building. Only a systematic and focused approach, encouraging 
collaboration between the various stakeholders and covering the entire life cycle of data objects, will 
help us to achieve global reach across disciplines. We call this approach a Collaborative Data 
Infrastructure (CDI), and anticipate it can only be established using an organic and agile process at a 
global level, involving all stakeholders, existing data initiatives and emerging community-specific data 
solutions. To this end, a top-down holistic construction will not suffice. Thus the EUDAT initiative aims to 
contribute to the development of such a pan-European CDI. 

1.2. Data initiatives: a fragmented landscape 

There is already a long history of data management projects5 and initiatives in Europe, with several 
existing data infrastructures dealing with established and growing user communities: the European 
Centre for Nuclear Research (CERN), the European Space Agency (ESA), the European Southern 
Observatory (ESO), and the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) are examples of large-scale inter-
governmental infrastructures generating and managing massive volumes of data. The numerous 
research infrastructures (RIs) being created as part of the ESFRI roadmap6 can also be seen as data 
management initiatives, connecting repositories, aggregating and sharing data across national borders, 
and developing tools to make these data widely available to their communities and beyond.  

Although some solid experience exists in dealing with data infrastructures, the current data landscape is 
still fragmented, with most initiatives addressing the needs of a specific discipline or community. This 
has resulted in increasing diversity with respect to data architectures, organizations, formats and 
semantics. Issues related to interoperability and integration of existing data infrastructures are a 
growing concern in the context of cross-disciplinary research. Interoperability refers, in particular, to 
methods that allow clients to seamlessly access and process the content of integrated objects. 
Integration refers to the methods that allow us to bring data objects together by making use of their 
external properties. Integration, amongst other things, requires measures to make data visible with the 
help of metadata of which the schemas and vocabularies are registered and thus openly available and to 
access the objects based on their persistent identifier included in the metadata record. Integration also 
requires that the user can understand what kind of information the objects contain and how it has been 
created, i.e. the metadata records need to cover contextual and provenance information. Long-term 
sustainability is another issue, with rising costs due to the explosion of data threatening the financial 
viability of those infrastructures. Thus the growing volume of data generated by researchers and their 
instruments—especially as the ESFRI RIs come online—as well as demand for access to those data, has 
created a new impetus for the development of a pan-European strategy for data infrastructures.  

This view is supported by several European expert groups, including the e-Infrastructure Reflection 
Group (e-IRG), which, in its 2010 Blue Paper on e-Infrastructures7, endorsed by ESFRI, recommended 
that the European Union “identify and promote common (long term) data related services across 

                                                             
5 For example the EC-funded projects DataGrid (2001). http://eu-datagrid.web.cern.ch; DataMiningGrid (2004). 
http://www.datamininggrid.org; Caspar (2006). http://www.casparpreserves.eu; SeaDataNet (2006). 
http://www.seadatanet.org; DRIVER (2006). http://www.driver-repository.eu; Planets (2006).  http://www.planets-project.eu; 
Shaman (2008). http://shaman-ip.eu/shaman; PARSE.insight (2008). http://www.parse-insight.eu; Europeana (2008). 
http://www.europeana.eu; D4-Science (2009). http://www.d4science.eu; OpenAIRE (2009). http://www.openaire.eu; Geo-Seas 
(2009). http://www.geo-seas.eu; PaN-data Europe (2010). http://www.pan-data.eu; ODE (2010). http://www.ode-project.eu; 
SCAPE (2011). http://www.scape-project.eu. 
6 ESFRI. 2011. Strategy Report on Research Infrastructures, op.cit. 
7
 e-Infrastructure Reflection Group. 2010. e-IRG Blue Paper. http://www.e-irg.eu/images/stories/eirg_bluepaper2010_final.pdf 

http://eu-datagrid.web.cern.ch/
http://www.datamininggrid.org/
http://www.casparpreserves.eu/
http://www.seadatanet.org/
http://www.driver-repository.eu/
http://www.planets-project.eu/
http://shaman-ip.eu/shaman
http://www.parse-insight.eu/
http://www.europeana.eu/
http://www.d4science.eu/
http://www.openaire.eu/
http://www.geo-seas.eu/
http://www.pan-data.eu/
http://www.ode-project.eu/
http://www.scape-project.eu/
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different RIs,” emphasizing the potential synergies existing between the ICT requirements of individual 
RIs. The e-IRG reaffirmed the need to create a sustainable European data infrastructure in its 2011 
White Paper: “Although well-armed with other infrastructure components from networking, grids and 
HPC, the European e-Infrastructure does not yet have a data infrastructure constituent that would allow 
the operation and unification of several existing multi-domain data and heterogeneous environments. 
We do, however, have some prior experience and so the major goal is to unify all existing use cases and 
provide a global approach for Europe”.  

In 2009, a High Level Expert Group on Scientific Data was tasked by the European Commission’s 
Directorate-General for Information Society and Media to prepare a Vision 2030 for the evolution of e-
Infrastructure to scientific data. The group released its final report in 2010, describing long-term 
scenarios and associated challenges related to scientific data access, curation and preservation, as well 
as the strategy and actions necessary to realize their vision. The report contains the following 
recommendations: 

 develop an international framework for a collaborative data infrastructure; 
 earmark additional funds for scientific e-infrastructure; 
 develop and use new ways to measure data value, and reward those who contribute it; 
 train a new generation of data scientists and broaden public understanding; 
 create incentives for green technologies in the data infrastructure; 
 establish an inter-ministerial group on a global level to plan for data infrastructure. 

This report also presents the collaborative data infrastructure as an important concept guiding future 
efforts. Indeed, it is likely to shape current and future data initiatives in Europe and is at the heart of the 
EUDAT initiative. 

1.2.1. Research Data Alliance (new in D4.1.2) 

As a consequence of recent discussions the Research Data Alliance was founded and EUDAT has been 
one of the driving forces pushing this new initiative as a bottom-up organization. RDA intends to define 
common components, interfaces and protocols that will increase data sharing and re-usage across 
disciplines and national boundaries. In particular, for cross-disciplinary initiatives such as EUDAT which 
want to establish common services, harmonisation efforts are important to increase efficiency and 
reduce costs. Various communities and data centers engaged in EUDAT are now also engaged in RDA. 

1.3. The Collaborative Data Infrastructure 

The CDI concept emerged from various initiatives. In its 2009 White Paper8, the PARADE consortium, 
which was the origin of EUDAT, presented a two-layer design describing interactions between centres 
offering community-specific services, and centres offering common services. The High Level Expert 
Group on Scientific Data extended this concept to a three-layer diagram, including data generators and 
users as part of the CDI ecosystem and resulting in the frequently cited figure (Figure 1). 

The main entities of the CDI are (1) researchers, sensors, and simulation and analysis frameworks that 
create and consume large data sets with the help of Internet-based tools; (2) data networks and 
expertise centres that offer community-specific services and have deep knowledge of data content, 
community traditions and workflows; (3) networks of data centres that offer cross-disciplinary and thus 
common data services to the community centres and directly to data consumers and generators.  

                                                             
8 Koski K., Gheller C., Heinzel S., Kennedy A., Streit A., Wittenburg P. 2009. Strategy for a European Data Infrastructure. White 
Paper. http://www.csc.fi/english/pages/parade 
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Figure 1: The Collaborative Data Infrastructure. Source: HLEG report 

This picture can also be seen as an attempt to capture the kind of collaboration required between the 
different actors. On the top level, we have data generators and users, who rely on community support 
services specific to their disciplines; in turn, these community support services rely on a set of common 
data services that can be used by different disciplines. At every layer in the system, there are 
appropriate provisions to curate data and ensure its trustworthiness.  

Establishing the CDI will not be a trivial task. Many communities have recently implemented distributed 
data organizations and architectures specifically tailored to their needs. This process represents a huge 
investment, often involving global collaboration, and its results cannot be easily abandoned. Thus for 
the CDI to succeed, an abstract architecture is required, facilitating integration of pre-existing data 
solutions from participating communities, and data centres that support common data services. The 
development of such an architecture presents a significant challenge, requiring active collaboration 
between all actors, and in particular between the communities involved in designing specific services 
and the data centres willing to provide generic solutions. Within the generic layer, which will be the 
focus of EUDAT, it is also important to engage with existing initiatives that already provide data services 
across disciplines9. 

Reuse and recombination of data in such open scenarios—covering many different disciplines, each with 
their own data organizations, domain-specific structures and semantics—is based on suitable 
integration and interoperability solutions. In this respect, it makes sense to distinguish between the 
external and internal properties of data objects. Once the definition of a data object is agreed, we can 
postulate that the external properties of data objects are largely domain-independent, while the 
internal properties are determined by discipline-specific structures and semantics. The CDI thus needs to 

                                                             
9 One example of such an initiative is the D4-Science-II project (2009), which aims to develop technology to enable the 

interoperation of diverse data infrastructures in biodiversity, fisheries, resources management, and high energy physics 
(http://www.d4science.eu). In the area of libraries and scientific publication, the OpenAIRE project supports the 
implementation of Open Access in Europe by establishing and operating an electronic infrastructure for handling peer-
reviewed articles and other scientific publications and datasets from all disciplines (http://www.open-aire.com).  

http://www.d4science.eu/
http://www.open-aire.com/
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focus on the external properties of data objects, ignoring their discipline-specific content. Challenges 
specific to external data properties include: (1) each data object must be identified by a unique and 
persistent identifier (PID) that should be registered globally and therefore become an official part of the 
shared data world; (2) the PID records must include specific information about data objects to ensure, 
for example, their integrity; (3) each data object—and the various (virtual) collections aggregating 
them—must be associated with metadata descriptions including PIDs along with contextual and 
provenance information about the object’s content, creation and history. R. Kahn describes an abstract 
data object architecture10 that comes close to what will be required to establish the CDI as a 
heterogeneous, competitive, distributed and organically grown platform for sharing, reusing, 
repurposing and preserving data.  

A second major principle that will guide the setup of the CDI—allowing establishment of the required 
trust and proper management of the data object life cycle—is represented by explicit policy rules, as 
introduced by Moore11, designed to govern all operations on officially registered data objects in the 
emerging complex data domain. Ideally, policy rules can be seen as comparatively simple declarative 
statements, specified by data managers or creators and addressing all kinds of operations; such policy 
rules would be necessary for data copying, data transformation and definition of access rights, for 
example, and allow users to trace what has happened to objects. Explicit policy rules also form an ideal 
basis for regular quality—necessary for building trust—with respect to the functioning of data centres 
and the state of data objects. Sets of consecutively executed policy rules can be seen as workflows, to 
be interpreted by a workflow execution engine that must operate robustly and also be subject to quality 
assessment. 

1.4. Building the EUDAT Infrastructure 

EUDATs goal is thus to implement the collaborative data infrastructure, taking as its motivation the 
following reasons: 

 To keep research data persistent and accessible over the years. This is a task in itself which 
requires infrastructural solutions beyond the individual researchers, projects and most 
disciplines. 

 To aggregate and integrate data to allow cross-disciplinary and trans-national usage is another 
task that goes beyond the possibilities of individuals, projects and in many cases disciplines.  

 To make data interoperable. This task arises at a number of different levels and in a number of 
different layers. At least at the data object layer (considering only the external characteristics 
of data objects) a cross-disciplinary and trans-national approach is required to make quantum 
leaps. 

EUDAT wants to build common data services which meet the needs of the different user disciplines. 
Thus EUDAT needs to discuss with both participating and interested communities what their needs and 
wishes with respect to common services are. But to a certain extent EUDAT also needs to consider the 
needs and requirements of the individual researchers, the small projects and the citizen scientists.  

However to build such cross-disciplinary services in an efficient way we first need to understand in detail 
how the different disciplines organize their data. Only after such an analysis can we design interfaces 

                                                             
10

 Kahn R. 2011. A framework for managing the digital object architecture. 
http://www.euroview2011.com/fileadmin/content/euroview2011/abstracts/abstract_kahn.pdf 
11

  Moore R.  2008. Towards a Theory of Digital Preservation, The International Journal of Digital Curation. 1: 63-75 

http://www.euroview2011.com/fileadmin/content/euroview2011/abstracts/abstract_kahn.pdf
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that are abstract enough to allow scalability. Therefore, this report begins with an analysis of the data 
landscape and then goes on to analyze the wishes for common services.  

1.5. Procedure  

EUDAT starts with five core communities and sets out to understand their data organizations and wishes 
for common services. These include the research communities in linguistics (CLARIN), earth sciences 
(EPOS), climate sciences (ENES), environmental sciences (LIFEWATCH), and biological and medical 
sciences (VPH). Of course we understand that interviews with only five communities will not be 
sufficient to get a proper basis for abstractions; therefore we will extend the interviews incrementally to 
those communities who have already indicated their interest at the proposal preparation phase and 
who have showed interest since the start of EUDAT, and build in particular on the interactions which 
took place at the first EUDAT User Forum held on 7-8 March 2012, where 9 new communities accepted 
to present their data architectures and described the functionalities they would require from a common 
layer of data services12. 

We decided to not send a questionnaire to community experts to be filled in, but to conduct interviews 
guided by experts. Our thesis is that only such peer-to-peer discussions will uncover the essential points. 
Details will be left to additional discussions when concrete services will be designed. Nevertheless, a 
questionnaire was created as a guide for the interviewers (see  Community Questions). All technology-
oriented Work Packages (4, 5 and 6) were involved in the creation of the list of questions and were 
potential experts participating in the interviews. 

1.6. Data Object Model 

It is not only the data organizations in the different communities that vary, but also the state of the 
discussion about data and the terminology used to describe these data. Therefore we have chosen to 
use the “Digital Object Architecture” as introduced by Kahn & Wilensky13

 as a kind of reference model. 
The essentials are depicted in the following simple architecture diagram and glossary. 

                                                             
12 These communities were: ECRIN (European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network), ICOS (Integrated Carbon Observation 
System), ELIXIR (European Life Sciences Infrastructure for Biological Information), diXa (a data infrastructure for chemical 
safety), PanData (Photon and Neutron Data Infrastructure), INCF (International Neuroinformatics Coordinating Facility) , 
EUFORIA (EU Fusion for Iter Applications) , BioVel ( Biodiversity Virtual e-Laboratory) and EMSO (the European Multidisciplinary 
Seafl oor Observatory). Further information about the First User Forum is available at: http://www.eudat.eu/1st-eudat-user-
forum  

13
 Original paper from 1995 (http://www.cnri.reston.va.us/k-w.html), updated in 2006. 

http://www.eudat.eu/1st-eudat-user-forum
http://www.eudat.eu/1st-eudat-user-forum
http://www.cnri.reston.va.us/k-w.html
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Figure 2: Digital Object Model 

Definitions/Entities 

originator creates digital works and is owner; they can already request Handles 

depositor forms work into DO (incl. metadata), deposits DO, specifies access rights 
and provides PID if available 

digital object (DO) instance of an abstract data type with 2 components (typed data + key-
metadata (as part of more metadata, includes a Handle)); can be 
elementary and composed; registered DOs are such DOs with a Handle; 
DO content is not considered 

repository (Rep) network accessible repositories are uploading digital objects and 
supporting access to them; has mechanisms for deposit and access; has 
mechanisms for deposit and access; has a unique name (X.Y.Z) to be 
registered centrally; store additional data about DOs; one rep is the ROR 

Rep access protocol (RAP) simple access protocol with minimal functionality required for DOA; reps 
can specify more 

Dissemination is the data stream a user receives upon request via RAP 

Repository of record (ROR) the repository where data was stored first; controls replication process 

Meta-Objects (MO) are objects that store mainly references 

mutable DOs some DOs can be modified, others cannot 

property record contains various info about DO (metadata, etc) 

type data of DOs have a type 

transaction record all disseminations of a DO are recorded 

 
It turned out that this procedure was very successful in that terminology and architecture essentials 
could quickly be synchronized.  

1.6.1. Data Foundation and Terminology in RDA (new in D4.1.2) 

The working group “Data Foundation and Terminology” has been set up within the RDA with the aim of 
defining such basic terms as “data objects, collections, persistent identifiers, metadata etc.” and building 
a model which describes the relationships between them. The goal of this is to harmonize the language 
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used when describing, analysing and designing data organizations. A technical note (provided in Annex 
C), stimulated by EUDAT experts amongst others, and adopting the notions introduced in 1.6 Chapter, 
has been submitted to the RDA working process and is already under broad discussion. 
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2. DATA ORGANIZATION LANDSCAPE 

A suitable CDI can only be built if it begins with the existing data organizations that have been 
established over the years in different communities or that are currently emerging based on researcher 
requirements. We need to understand and accept that these community initiatives are driven by 
immediate and future requirements to maintain world-class competitive research. Thus to establish a 
useful CDI we need to understand how the data is organized in the different communities. This analysis 
does not go down to the level of concrete technical implementations but it does describe the main 
principles. These principles are used as the basis to define service case descriptions on common services 
between the communities. The concrete technical implementations based on these service case 
descriptions will be the task of the individual EUDAT Task Forces.  

In this analysis we will make a distinction between core and other communities, a distinction which is 
purely formal in the sense that the core communities have a formal role within EUDAT, and that first 
services will be implemented widely within the core communities. With respect to the communities’ 
relevance for EUDAT in the long term, there is no difference.  

Due to the different states of data organization efforts in the different communities there will be some 
differences in the descriptions. However we tried to maintain a distinction between (1) General 
Remarks, describing basic considerations, (2) Current Architecture, describing basic elements of the data 
landscape, (3) Data Types, indicating the major data objects being handled and (4) Data Flow, describing 
basic elements of how the data is manipulated. 

2.1. Core Communities 

2.1.1. CLARIN 

General Remarks 

 There are about 25 to 30 CLARIN centre candidates that have all agreed to adhere to clearly 
specified requirements. The requirements are documented on the web and refer to a “proper” 
data organization. From these candidates currently only a few actually adhere to the 
requirements; most of them are in a phase of re-organization.  

 The required data organization in CLARIN includes all relevant aspects such as the existence of 
a proper repository system, the use of versions to indicate history, the use of standard formats, 
the separate availability of metadata adhering to published syntax and semantics, the strict use 
of PIDs for objects to be offered for re-use, the use of OAI PMH for metadata harvesting14, etc. 
It is also requested that all centres participate in regular quality control according to the DSA15 
standard. Thus all agreements in CLARIN would satisfy the EUDAT requirements; however, as 
indicated at this moment only a few centres meet the criteria. Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics (MPI-PL) and CUP are amongst them. 

 The CLARIN community is experienced in metadata harvesting, aggregation and semantic 
mapping between different semantic domains, and runs a portal called Virtual Language 
Observatory.  

                                                             

14 OAI-PMH: The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, Protocol Version 2.0, Open Archives Initiative, 

2002-06-14, Document Version 2008-12-07T20:42:00Z, http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/openarchivesprotocol.htm 
(verified March 2012). 
15

 http://www.datasealofapproval.org/ 
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Current Architecture 

Metadata either exists as separate DOs assigned with a PID or in databases, from which, they can 
nevertheless be extracted to adhere to the syntactical standards as described by CMDI16 (which is in the 
process of ISO standardization) and semantic standards as described by ISOcat17 (which is based on ISO 
12620). Most CLARIN repositories have a clear recursive concept of collection, i.e. a collection can 
contain a collection and/or a DO. A collection is described by a metadata description which, amongst 
descriptive elements, consists of many PIDs referring to its parts and which is also associated with a PID 
to make it citable. 

The current model architecture in the CLARIN community fits very well with the Digital Object 
Architecture as described by Wilensky and Kahn as is shown in Figure 3. 

CLARIN centres have setup an initial federation of Service Providers, represented by MPI-PL, which will 
be replaced by the official European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC) in 2012. MPI-PL has 
signed agreements with eight national Identity Providers (IdPs) so that all researchers included by these 
national research networks (NRENs) can access CLARIN services via single sign-on. This system is in 
production. However, it takes time to convince additional national NRENs to sign because of the legal 
intricacies involved. Also the federation expects that at least the eduPersonPrincipalName (EPPN) 
attribute is provided by the IdPs, but it turns out that many universities provide either no attributes or 
only anonymized attributes. Currently therefore, CLARIN is working on a separate CLARIN IdP with which 
users need to register when no attributes are offered by their home institution.  

With respect to software CLARIN will further support local tools already in use for fast user interactions 
and, increasingly web services as part of a service-oriented architecture.  

Data Types 

The following major data types are dealt with. 

                                                             
16

 D. Broeder, M. Kemps-Snijders, et al. 2010. A data category registry- and component-based metadata framework. In 
Proceedings of the Seventh conference on International Language Resources and Evaluation (LREC’10), pages 43–47. 

17
 ISOcat: Data Category Registry, http://www.isocat.org/ 
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 Audio, video stream data, many other types of time series (eye tracking, gesture tracking, EEG, 
brain imaging data, etc) and gene sequence data.  

 Textual data in form of unstructured book and newspaper data or structured data such as 
complex annotations, lexica and ontologies. 

 Metadata that is adhering to the IMDI18, TEI19 and in future CMDI standards.  
 Many centres have their data in databases and obviously they are re-organizing their setups to 

adhere to the CLARIN requirements.  
 There is much relational data since there are so many and complex relationships between the 

different data objects. These are stored in metadata objects, in RDF assertions, in databases 
etc. Maintaining these relations is not simple.  

 Users can partly create virtual collections by gathering DOs from various community centres. 

A major institute such as MPI-PL has about 70 Terabytes in an online repository and in total about 200 
Terabytes of data, largely due to time series data of all sorts. MPI-PL has four dynamic copies of their 
online-archive at data centres, amongst which is Rechencentrum Garching (RZG). 

The CLARIN world is characterised by many comparatively small resources having complex internal and 
external structures and relations. Typical time series data such as brain imaging data are comparatively 
easy to manage, although they require more storage capacity. Also CLARIN has to deal with lots of 
versions of a certain resource, since gaps are filled incrementally over large periods of time. Non-final 
versions will be associated with PIDs as well if they need to be shared or replicated and thus uploaded 
into an archive. Provenance and context information in the metadata records are vital in order to be 
able to interpret the resources correctly.  

Data Flow 

The most significant data flow is the annotation process: data streams (of all sorts) or structured data is 
annotated at various dependent layers, either manually or increasingly by machine operations, resulting 
in complex structures. CLARIN is now working on service-oriented architectures where different models 
are being tested. WebLicht20 implements a chain of processes as distributed web services, each of which 
adds specific annotations to textual data. In AVATecH21 web services are used to operate on audio/video 
streams to create annotations.  

Annotations of various sorts are the essence of scientific analysis.  

EUDAT Summary 

The data landscape organization within CLARIN is in such a state that EUDAT can build on the existence 
of an increasing number of centres that fulfil the strong CLARIN requirements and thus can become part 
of the CDI being established by EUDAT. The requirements are such that each centre fulfilling them would 
fit seamlessly into the CDI. Currently there are already about 10 centres that could be integrated, three 
of which are EUDAT partners.  

                                                             
18 D Broeder and P Wittenburg. 2006. The imdi metadata framework, its current application and future direction. International 

Journal of Metadata, Semantics and Ontologies. 
19

 TEI: Text Encoding Initiative. http://www.tei-c.org/ 
20 https://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/ 
21

 http://www.mpi.nl/avatech 
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Technical constraints 

The CLARIN community is using the following technologies that can be seen as technical constraints for 
EUDAT: 

 CMDI metadata format. 
 OAI-PMH metadata harvesting technology. 
 Use of Handles as persistent identifiers. 

2.1.2. ENES 

General Remarks 

 There are about 20 climate modelling centres that all work together. 
 The CIM data model22 with a clear architecture separating metadata from data and using 

persistent identifiers has been defined, but it is still in the prototype phase, i.e. in practice the 
centres still put their data into file systems where directory and filenames include essential 
information about their relationship. Thus in EUDAT we should speak about the integration of 
data that is in the prototypical CIM system. 

 The climate modelling centres are required to offer different types of metadata (e.g. for 
INSPIRE). This can be easily exported from the CIM metadata model. 

Current Architecture 

Currently the climate data model uses an internal name space for resources, but it will move over to 
registering handles. However, it is part of this model that collections to be associated with publications 
are approved by the author, are registered with DOIs and are frozen in the repository. Quality 
assessment of data is carried out based on CMIP523 with a high quality control level (QC-L3). For all data 
objects there is a embargo period of one year after which all raw data is made open access. 

 

Figure 4: ENES architecture 

The modelling centres have built their own community-internal federation, i.e. they have their own user 
management for a limited number of interested experts. The federation supports single sign-on. 

The current model architecture in the ENES community fits very well with the Digital Object Architecture 
as described by Wilensky and Kahn as is shown in Figure 5. 

                                                             
22 http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/ 
23

 CMIP5: Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5, http://cmip-pcmdi.llnl.gov/cmip5/ 
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Figure 5: ENES digital object model 

Data Types 

The following major data types are dealt with: 

 Climate modelling data, all in clearly specified formats agreed in the community – in total about 
10 PB generated by the different modelling centres. In various sub-projects, fractions of this 
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 Normal data collected from observation points all over the world. 
 Satellite observation data which also sum up to tens of PB. 
 Regional modelling data which are not counted here. 
 Much derived data generated by different researchers. Handling this data is not, however, a 

task performed by DKRZ; individual researchers manage their own data. 
 The CIM Metadata system has been agreed upon by the community, thus schema and 

vocabularies have been defined and are explicitly available. For projects such as INSPIRE 
different metadata formats can be exported. 

A simulation run (100 years of simulation) in general takes about 14 days on an HPC system. This fact, 
and the changing nature of the software, makes replication of results difficult, and so the climate 
modelling data needs to be preserved. For the major data types there is no curation challenge, since the 
formats will remain relatively simple and well-supported. 

Data Flow 

With CIM in production the typical workflow will look like this. 

 Satellite observations create photos and the climate centres receive aggregated satellite 
photos for purposes of comparisons. 

 Measurement points create data streams that may be used as constraints during modelling 
runs. 

 For specific purposes, simulation runs are carried out at the various centres, creating large data 
sets. These are aggregated by DKRZ to create a central point of data integration and access. 
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 The current intent is that projects can define sub-collections, replicate them and carry out 
computations on them (which could be quite CPU demanding). 

 Users will create a wide variety of data types to capture the results of these computations and 
analysis. 

EUDAT Summary 

The data landscape organization within the ENES community is in such a state that EUDAT can build on 
the existing work of the DKRZ centre that fulfils all the necessary requirements for participation in the 
CDI being established by EUDAT. In the coming months, other centres may reorganize according to the 
described model so that they can easily be integrated.  

Technical Constraints 

 for ENES all aspects which have to do with CIM are the bottom line which includes metadata, 
data organization, PIDs (Handles and DOIs). 

2.1.3. EPOS 

General Remarks 

 As in the case of almost all research infrastructures24 EPOS is in a phase where major design 
and construction work is being carried out to realise a valid data architecture and organization 
for the whole field, i.e. covering not only seismologists and volcanologists but also other similar 
fields.  

 The timing also implies that CDI-motivated choices can still have an impact on EPOS choices, 
assuming they make sense for the field.  

 Since the domain as a whole has not advanced as far as a clear-cut solution, it has been 
suggested that INGV will be the proxy for EPOS in interactions with EUDAT and that INGV will 
participate in all EUDAT activities to test out CDI based solutions.  

Current Situation and Intention 

 

Figure 6: EPOS data flow 

                                                             
24

 As with CLARIN, VPH and ENES we speak about prototypes, preliminary solutions, tests, solutions which only few centres can 
already adhere to etc. We note that many disciplines are in a stage of major change with some communities a little ahead of 
others, partly to do with the heterogeneity they are faced with.  
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Many data sensor stations ingest data in real time such that each stream is sent to several data centres. 
The ingest process is not linear, i.e. sequential data packets may arrive out-of-order, resulting in gaps 
that can be filled at later moments. Sensor station data is produced as a never-ending sequence of 
packets, while at the data centres data streams must be divided into files. Every centre has its own 
scheme, i.e. the stored data objects are not identical.  

Data exchange is carried out by applying the arclink protocol25.   

EPOS’s intent is to integrate virtually the various data streams to offer a complete overview of available 
data to users. The specifications of the EPOS data landscape are not yet complete. 

The envisioned model architecture in the EPOS community fits into the Digital Object Architecture as 
described by Wilensky and Kahn as is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: EPOS digital object model 
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Figure 8: EPOS data stream 

                                                             
25

 See http://www.seiscomp3.org/wiki/doc/applications/arclink. 
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Data streams are chopped into packets and aggregated in the centres into files (digital objects), but the 
files in the participating centres do not have the same identity. However, PIDx#refA,refB and 
PIDy#refC,refD contain the same set of packets. PID is a persistent identifier and refX are fragment 
identifiers. It is obvious that refA/refB and refC/refD are related by an offset; thus because of this 
“multiple copies” aspect EPOS will need to use Persistent Identifiers such as Handles as level of 
indirection and to be able to associate characteristics with PIDs such as checksums and that the 
application/analysis software needs to know about the offset to recalculate which data packets it needs 
to extract from the two sets of files.  

Gaps 
As indicated packets move over the Internet as datagrams and can arrive at the data centres with large 
delays. This means that there will be missing data in some of the files shown above. Nevertheless some 
users start working on these files before they are complete, i.e. they need references requiring the 
associations with separate PIDs. With the help of clever PID mechanisms referring specifically to the 
different versions of the “same” file one could help applications always to get the last version. It is in the 
responsibility of the data centres to maintain the stability of the references. 

Windows 

EPOS wants to let users define windows (see above) that include relevant phenomena, do this for many 
different types of streams that all cover the same time window, and add semantics to it (label, 
characteristics, etc) (which is the typical metadata). This could be done in two ways: a) the data is 
extracted from the files and copied to new data streams or b) the metadata simply refers to the PIDs 
(including fragment identifiers) to create a virtual aggregation. Given the likely scenario that many users 
will want to identify different phenomena, the first option is not recommended since a lot of data 
copying will occur. When using registered and thus stable PIDs for all files, no problems can occur when 
using the virtual method.  

The metadata object simply refers to many PIDs which, if done correctly, point to the different physical 
copies that are stored in some centre. 

 

Figure 9: EPOS PID organization 

Metadata 

Currently the idea in EPOS is to store metadata as a heap of RDF assertions, thus giving up the 
advantages of compact syntax, but allowing for contribution to the body of linked data. Long-term 
archiving of metadata is as relevant as is long-term archiving of the data streams themselves. Also for 
long-term archiving a compact schema-based representation may have some advantages compared to 
pure semantic representations such as RDF. The set of metadata elements needed is not yet fully 
specified.  

Metadata 
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Current Architecture 

The architecture diagram provided earlier (see also the appendix) will need to be adapted. Currently, 
URLs are associated with the data files created. However, it is clear that this will not be sufficient for 
proper data management given the multiple versions and the need to use stable references in the 
metadata objects. A method of indirection will be required.  

If EPOS should decide to use PIDs then it would be necessary to register data files automatically at a very 
early stage, when they first enter the data centres, i.e. all data files created at the data centres are 
associated with PIDs. As in other domains replicas would be registered in the PID record as well so that 
data management becomes simpler.  

For users, the most relevant concerns are the pre-defined or self-defined “windows”, which can be 
implemented merely as metadata objects if the raw data files are correctly maintained. 

For EUDAT this implies that all data objects could immediately be made visible and thus be treated 
according to some policy rules. 

Data Types 

The major data types that EPOS will deal with are: 

 The raw data streams, divided into files at the different data centres and originating from 
different sensor types. The file types and their formats are well described. 

 Metadata that describes phenomena and refer to a set of data streams originating from 
different sources. 

EUDAT Summary 

The data landscape organization within EPOS is in such a state that it will take some time before EUDAT 
can build on the work. The EPOS community is still discussing major aspects of their data organization. 
That said, it is important for EPOS to play a full part in EUDAT since the EUDAT discussions are being 
used to form the EPOS data landscape. It has been agreed that INGV will be the first-phase showcase 
centre for EPOS in the EUDAT landscape. It remains to be seen how fast EPOS will move ahead and when 
other centres will be able to join. 

Technical constraints 

The data landscape organization within EPOS is currently too much in motion and therefore it is difficult 
to identify technical constraints imposed by technologies used within this community. When the data 
landscape organization is well defined the technical constraints can be analysed again. 

2.1.4. VPH 

General Remarks 

 VPH is a network of excellence project in the area of studying different physiological systems 
(ie. the human body) where analysis ranges from cell membrane to whole organ functions 
(thus multi-scaling analysis and simulation). 

 VPH covers a number of different projects in this area. One is ContraCancrum, a data 
infrastructure project that ran to August 2011 and which is now being followed up by 
pMedicine. 
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 ContraCancrum was a data aggregation project with a prominent central role for UCL where 
data from a number of hospitals was aggregated into one central repository to make it 
accessible to researchers. At the time of writing about 20 Terabyte of data has been aggregated 
as a demonstrator. The software system used to do the aggregation is called IMENSE. 

 pMedicine will continue the aggregation efforts based on the IMENSE software, but will step 
away from a central solution and work towards a federation of data hubs in various countries.  

Current Architecture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The envisioned model architecture, still based on a single repository, in the VPH community fits into the 
Digital Object Architecture as described by Wilensky and Kahn as is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: VPH digital object model 
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‒ DICOM header includes specs for imaging data organization; 
‒ DICOM header includes typical metadata (patientID, doctor, time, etc.); 
‒ overall data organization is stored in PACS server. 

 Microphotos in the JPEG format: 
‒ limited metadata (patientID, etc) is in the filename. 

 Treatment data in XML files in a defined structure (but not verified): 
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‒ patientID and some other MD is stored in the XML file. 
 Genetic data: 

‒ all relevant data including gene snippets in XML files: 
‒ patientID and some other metadata is stored in XML as well. 

 Simulation model data: 
‒ so far, simulations are only per patient, i.e. patientID is sufficient to indicate relation; 
‒ parameter sets are provided to simulation;  
‒ parameter sets include some metadata; 
‒ simulation output is largely textual and contained in a small database. 

 

All data except simulation data (which comes from research labs) is from hospitals who are the owners. 
Currently there is no access management, but this will be needed when all is in full operation.  

Data Flow 

 IMENSE uses one relational database which stores all textual and metadata in different tables. 
 DICOM metadata is stored in a PACS Server26 and transferred to PACS Server-related tables in 

the IMENSE database. The imaging data are stored in files. 
 The metadata from MicroPhotos is stored in the IMENSE database, while the images are stored 

as files. 
 The treatment data is extracted from spreadsheets and also put into tables. 
 The same holds for genetic data. 
 Some simulation information is extracted and stored as part of the IMENSE database; 

parameter sets and result files are stored in a file system. 
 

All the metadata that describes objects is thus included in database tables. Some data objects are also 
stored as database tables. Since databases are dynamic, preserving metadata and replicating relevant 
data is not straightforward. The EUDAT data centres cannot store different databases for different 
communities to deal with metadata. Aggregation needs to be done in more abstract ways via the usual 
harvesting protocols (OAI-PMH).  

EUDAT Summary 

The data landscape organization within the VPH community is in such a state that it will take some time 
before EUDAT can build on the work. The VPH community is still discussing major aspects of their data 
organization. It is important for VPH to play a full part in EUDAT since EUDAT discussions are being used 
to form the VPH data landscape. It has been agreed that UCL will be the first-phase showcase centre for 
VPH in the EUDAT landscape. It remains to be seen how fast VPH will move towards a distributed data 
infrastructure, thus enabling other centres to become part of the CDI. 

Technical constraints 

The data landscape organization within VPH is currently too much in motion as well and therefore it is 
difficult to identify technical constraints imposed by technologies used within this community. When the 
data landscape organization is well defined the technical constraints can be analysed again. 

                                                             
26

 Picture Archiving and Communication System server serving centrally stored DICOM images. 
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2.1.5. LifeWatch 

General Remarks 

 The LifeWatch preparation phase finished about a year ago and currently the project has 
started building the actual infrastructure. Spain is responsible for the overall governance and 
ICT coordination of the project, Italy has the scientific responsibility such as involving 
communities and The Netherlands is responsible for building virtual laboratories and pursuing 
lines of innovation.  

 The ERIC is currently under pre-approval and the formal application is expected within 2-3 
months. 

 The BioVel27 project currently is the first pilot project running within LifeWatch. 
 The general view within LifeWatch is to use industry standards as much as possible. This means 

using the formats provided by the participating communities. 

Current Architecture 

LifeWatch aims to develop a distributed infrastructure which will provide access to data and metadata 
and will run services and workflows to perform analysis on the data. LifeWatch has three key pillars: 

1. Data discovery, access and retrieval. 
2. Service discovery and access. 
3. Operation of a data and service catalogue that can be community branded. 

The operation of the data and service catalogue will provide the basis for the first two key points. These 
will be made available through so called e-Services and e-Laboratories. 

 

 

Another important aspect is the management of provenance information and annotations. Provenance 
information is managed at both the data and service level and will be visible when data and services are 
accessed. An example of usage of this provenance information could be for a researcher providing his 
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dataset to get insight into the usage of this dataset. Who is using it (citations) and what are they using it 
for (how)? Annotations are especially relevant for the workflows. They can be used to attach comments 
to the workflows and to annotate changes in the workflows. 

LifeWatch will not provide storage services or function as a repository. This responsibility is left to the 
participating communities. Data curation responsibility therefore also falls to the communities. 

It is difficult to describe the LifeWatch community as it is currently not yet clear how the complete 
workflow from content creator (originator) to data repository will look like. 

Data Types 

Within LifeWatch itself the data and services catalogue will contain metadata, provenance information 
and annotations. There is the requirement for compliance with metadata standards like EML and 
INSPIRE. As more communities participate, the number of supported standards is also expected to 
increase. 

LifeWatch aims to accommodate many biodiversity communities and therefore the actual data formats 
will be very heterogeneous. In general a large amount of the data will be geospatial. 

Typical types of data are: 

 National History Collections (e.g. Naturalis in the Netherlands). 
 Real time sensor data (terrestrial, marine, fresh water), moving increasingly towards 

continuous streams. 
 Remote sensing data (e.g. satellite imagery). 
 Other environmental science data (third party data). 
 Life sciences data (genetic data e.g. DNA barcoding). 

Data Flow 

LifeWatch will build on the participating community repositories. The typical data flows for LifeWatch 
are metadata harvesting to populate the catalogue, and providing and running typical workflows 
defined for the communities in the e-Laboratories.  

With respect to the metadata harvesting there is not yet any final decision on technology and standards. 
Since LifeWatch will build on the industry standards used within the communities the mapping between 
metadata standards is very important. This mapping can be done on a syntactic level, which is not a big 
problem, and at a semantic level, which still is an open question to be solved. 

Current thoughts may follow, for example, the suggested EPOS model28 for “a 3-level metadata 
architecture”: 

1. DISCOVERY METADATA: using extended qualified DC (Dublin Core), which is generated from: 
2. CONTEXTUAL METADATA: using CERIF (Common European Research Information Format), 

which describes projects, persons, organizations, publications, products (including datasets 
and software), patents, funding, and events, and has declared semantics over a formal 
syntax, allowing temporal role-based relationships between instances of entities and also 
handles geolocation. CERIF then points to: 

                                                             
28 page 4 of EPOS 2011 Report on the current IT developments - Task: IT standardization and e-infrastructure implementation: 

EPOS Core Services (D6.4, D6.7) 
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3. DETAILED METADATA: this is usually domain specific and associated with a particular 
dataset, software or service. 

Also, the need for persistent identifiers (PIDs) is evident within LifeWatch. This need is two-fold: (1) 
there is the need to assign PIDs to tangible assets such as datasets and services for citation, provenance 
and tracking purposes and (2) there is the need to identify knowledge concepts at a certain point in 
time. Depending on the domain the agreement on the concept definitions are more or less stabilized or 
still very much in motion. As of yet there has not been a decision on a final PID technology and it also 
still an open question if it will be realistic to have one PID technology since it is very unlikely that all 
communities will end up using the same PID technology. 

EUDAT Summary 

The data landscape organization within LifeWatch is in such a state that it will take some time before 
EUDAT can build on the work. LifeWatch is currently in the process of building their infrastructure after 
the completion of the preparatory phase about a year ago. This means there are still many decisions to 
be made with respect to supported technologies, standards and open problems; e.g. technologies for 
metadata harvesting and the solution for the open problem of semantic metadata mapping. But the 
basis for a distributed infrastructure is there. Especially the developments in the semantic mapping of 
metadata can also be relevant for EUDAT where similar efforts are taking place. 

Technical constraints 

The data landscape organization within LifeWatch is currently in motion, however there is a well-defined 
reference model that will be the guideline for all integration work. Therefore EUDAT needs to consider 
the specifications of the reference manual, but we need to work with services and technologies that will 
be established on the basis of the reference model of this community. When the data landscape 
organization is well established the technical constraints can be analysed again. 

2.2. Summary 

Generally we have observed that data organization in most communities is still fluid. Some communities 
have proper metadata descriptions based on registered schemas, but many communities are still 
moving in this direction or are in the process of designing their data organization. For some communities 
metadata delivery via OAI-PMH with additional Dublin Core mapping is already common practice, others 
are working on syntax (schemas) and semantic (elements, vocabularies) aspects. Most communities are 
already operating in a federated environment but even within communities there is often a lack of 
homogeneity.  

Within the core communities there are centres in all communities ready to participate within EUDAT 
regardless of the status of their data organization. 

In general the data types are clear and well defined but naturally these are very diverse across 
communities. The data flows differ a lot between communities and within some communities typical 
workflows are very hard to specify due to the wide spectrum of disciplines in the community. 

Other very important aspects we found are that:  

 the expected heterogeneity within a CDI is indeed large; 
 the notion of registered objects is indeed very important since (depending on the community) 

there are many pre-processing steps to be carried out before data objects achieve an 
acceptable state and EUDAT does not want to deal with this temporary, intermediate data; 
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 the notion of digital objects and the distinction between internal and external attributes and 
characteristics is essential; it is clear that initiatives such as EUDAT should focus on the external 
attributes (except for purely metadata objects); 

 the discussion about abstract data objects as defined by the abstract diagrams was very helpful 
in several ways: 

‒ it helped in establishing a common language very quickly; 
‒ it helped EUDAT understand the organizational details; 
‒ it helped the communities to sharpen their understanding of how to set up a functional 

data organization. 

2.3. Analysis of New Communities (new in D4.1.2) 

In this chapter we report on additional communities beyond the “EUDAT core” that have been 
contacted to discuss their data landscapes. Restrictions on time and resources have meant we have not 
been able to provide insights as detailed as those for the core communities in all instances. Further 
interviews and interactions with all non-core communities are scheduled for January/February 2013 to 
add detail and more in-depth discussion in preparation for the second User Forum. 

2.3.1. CESSDA29 

General Remarks 

 The domain is characterized by national data centers responsible for social science data. They 
collect and maintain data often based on national tasks and partly at a highly professional level.  

 The major focus is on survey data which are stored in an efficient matrix format only requiring 
few GBs. 

 Some of these national centers such as SNDS (SE) and DANS (NL) also take responsibility for 
other type of data such as humanities data, while others consequently stick to their 
responsibility for social science surveys.  

 Some centers take care of the long-term preservation of the survey data, others store their 
data in large data centers. Preservation is partly carried out via externally stored DVDROM. 

 Derived data, i.e. data which may be generated from the survey data is not taken care of by the 
data centers, they are in the responsibility of the researchers.  

 Survey data are registered with DataCite, i.e. they are assigned with a DOI (Handle). 

Current Architecture  

For a long time CESSDA has had a suitable metadata setup that not only allows them to describe their 
resources, but also to include them which is possible due to the limited size. All efforts were merged in 
recent years into a new standard called DDI which is a structured and flexible set maintained by the 
worldwide DDI Alliance. When survey data is not part of the DDI description the metadata points to the 
data set and is thus accessible.  

The community is in a process of transition, i.e. there are still many data not described through DDI. In 
general, the CESSDA data landscape of survey data can be categorized as a well-organized one. 
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Data Types 

The focus of the CESSDA data centers are the survey data which in general are stored in a very efficient 
data format requiring only a few GBs of disk space and describing a matrix (questions, names). In future 
other data types resulting from observations may become more important. 

Data Flow 

The typical dataflow is that surveys are carried out in large campaigns and then coded into a 
compressed matrix format. This is then stored and distributed to interested users.  

EUDAT Summary 

The CESSDA community is, as far as survey data is concerned, a well-established community with a 
number of strong centers that have a national role in storing and offering the stored data. Survey data is 
comparatively small which implies that currently CESSDA does not have a need for common data 
services. Some CESSDA centers will need to store larger amounts of data arising from new types of social 
science studies and by taking on new roles. However, this is a transition process that will take some 
time. Since an increasing amount of survey data (incl. metadata) is being generated in the DDI format, it 
would be rather simple to access this part of the data and metadata in a CDI. 

2.3.2. DARIAH 

General Remarks 

 The domain of Arts and Humanities includes many different communities, from field 
archaeology to theoretical musicology with many heterogeneous requirements which makes it 
difficult to speak about a single data landscape. However, there are efforts within the various 
communities to harmonise efforts. 

 The domain of Arts and Humanities is partly characterized by its strong and traditional 
relationship with the libraries, archives and museums. Collaboration with these organizations 
will form essential building blocks of DARIAH’s infrastructure and they are working on their 
solutions of dealing with data. However, these institutions are only beginning to be committed 
to digital research workflows.  

 Since humanities research is mainly university based, university data centers are the natural 
partners in data management.  

 In addition one can observe that in some countries centers have been established with the task 
to take care of humanities data (DANS in NL, ADONIS in FR, AHDS/ADS in UK, etc.). However, 
the UK example shows that these constructions are potentially under threat, as it was not 
recognized as essential to the arts and humanities research mission. There are also questions of 
how national infrastructures relate to universities and their missions as the main places for arts 
and humanities research. 

 Humanities departments span a whole range of disciplines. Departments for English or History 
can be among the largest in a university but they can also be very small (often individuals). In 
any case, it cannot be assumed that the research departments have the necessary experts on 
board to understand the technical details of research data in the arts and humanities, for 
example schemas and other technology details. The setup of eHumanities or Digital Humanities 
centers in universities may be seen as an attempt to solve this lack of expertise. Examples such 
as King’s College demonstrate how strong technology support groups can help the humanities.  
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 For many disciplines the TEI 30(Text Encoding Initiative) guidelines play a central role as a 
platform for representing textual content. Its provision of a wide range of possible constructs 
for transcribing and annotating textual document coupled with customization facilities makes it 
a suitable tool for both scholarly work and dissemination of interoperable data 

Current Architecture 

As so many heterogeneous subfields and interests are involved, DARIAH aims to follow the principles of 
the web architecture to connect the heterogeneous resources and existing strong centers that are based 
on long traditions. Therefore DARIAH very much supports the national infrastructures which may evolve 
towards different types of organizational solutions which include the traditionally strong institutions.  

Collections of resources and easy to use tools are in what interest most humanities researchers. Also 
easy ways to publish new collections including mechanisms for acknowledgements for their creation or 
extension are of great relevance. Technical details such as formats must in general be hidden by tools.  

In the humanities the typical concept of access to resources via metadata catalogues might not be 
sufficient. A few reasons can be observed:  

 Humanities data is often in the form of textual data and as the example of Google shows huge 
indexes are appropriate access mechanisms to large sets of texts.  

 Websites offering access to collections are still very popular, since they describe collections in a 
much richer form in so far as they often elaborate on the context of how a certain collection 
has been created and can be used.  

 For many the concept of “linked data” is very interesting and it can offer an alternative to a 
‘pure’ metadata concept.  

 
So in the Humanities in general, the question arises of whether traditional metadata, associated to the 
content, resulting in a catalogue is a concept with future potential; much more interesting are 
mechanisms to create semantically linked knowledge domains, generated from the content. 

Data Types 

The number of data types are very heterogeneous. The main types are texts in large quantities, images, 
audio and video recordings. But there are also fMRI images, images from accelerators, GIF data and 
many more. 

Data Flow 

DARIAH has experimented with traditional workflow environments but success was limited due to the 
interactive nature of much of humanities research. It came up with the alternative concept of packages 
which combines data flows with more ‘human-focused’ services such as curation advice. These are 
designed to support specific communities.  

EUDAT Summary 

The arts and humanities community is undergoing dramatic changes in the way the many sub-
communities will organize and maintain their data. The field is already very heterogeneous due to their 
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different needs. Basic issues that might facilitate a change of culture, such as establishing trust, having a 
system of acknowledgements for data exchange, etc. are of relevance here, much more than for other 
communities. In general, Arts and Humanties collaborate closely with traditional types of centers such 
as museums, archives, libraries and university repositories, making it necessary to maintain and extend 
these relationships. Much of the textual data in a number of the sub-communities is being encoded 
according to the TEI standard. However, due to its expressive power it has been shown that specific sub-
schemas are necessary to allow for the proper interpretation of the data and metadata. Sub-
communities such as archaeologists have created their own standards. Thus DARIAH is working with a 
very heterogeneous set of sub-communities where one will need to look into detail whether it will be 
easy to integrate the sub-community into a CDI based on clearly defined data organizations.  

2.3.3. PANdata31 

General Remarks 

 Main webpage is http://www.pan-data.eu  
 PANdata stands for “Photon and Neutron Data Infrastructure”. 
 PANdata brings together major multidisciplinary research infrastructures to construct and 

operate a shared data infrastructure for neutron and photon laboratories. 
 Approximately a dozen research facilities have joined this community so far. All of these run 

their own infrastructure. It is not expected that the number of laboratories will grow 
substantially as most of the major players are already in PANdata. 

 PANdata was established about three years ago. 

Current Situation 

Many (>30.000) users, mainly but not exclusively from universities, are using facilities offered by the 
labs. Users form research groups, typically each user belongs to many groups and each group consists of 
one or more researchers. Each research group carries out a couple of experiments on instruments 
located at various PANdata sites. The result of an experiment consists of various datasets, which may 
undergo several processing steps before they will be eventually published and used within a publication. 

In order to run experiments on a specific site users or research groups have to apply for access times on 
a specific instrument. Once granted, experiments can be carried out. The management of the resulting 
data is mostly up to the user. If he is an external user he will typically take the data with him (either via 
network or by carrying disk drives). Internal users will be able to use local IT facilities, which vary from 
site to site.  

Neutron facilities produce comparatively small volumes and archive data indefinitely. Some sites like 
DIAMOND, ISIS or ILL provide a data management tool (ICAT). 

Aspects Discussed 

Data characteristics 

Data produced within an experiment may vary in size from a few kilobytes up to a few hundred 
terabytes. The amount of data produced within all PANdata sites is currently a couple of tens of 
petabytes a year. This will increase significantly within the next years. Data is organized in files, using 
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mainly the NeXus/HDF5 file format. This also provides the meta data to fully characterize the 
experiment performed to create the data. (Implementation of this is ongoing). The number of files per 
experiments differs widely but may reach a number of several millions of files per month and 
experiment. Raw data typically go through some processing steps before they can be analyzed and 
sebsequently used. Many different (legacy) data formats are also in use. Typically the user (PI or 
research group) uses the data exclusively first. After some time the data may be released for wider use 
or even under open access conditions. Sometimes, but not very often, it is required to access old data. 

Metadata 

Which metadata will be produced and which will be kept is subject to the handling at each site and each 
project. Within PANdata there is an effort to build up standards and similar infrastructures in order to 
federate independent repositories. ICAT, developed within a collaboration between STFC and others, is 
a prominent candidate. Currently OAI-PMH is not supported by ICAT. The most important services 
offered through an API are: querying metadata, discovering datasets and providing download links to 
the data itself. 

Data replication 

There is currently no need for automated data replication within PANdata. Data either remains local or 
is transferred manually by the researcher. Local replication (backups, etc) is handled independently by 
each site and is not subject of initiatives within PANdata. As PANdata faces the significant increase in 
data volume there may be a need for automated replication in the long run if network-bandwidth limits 
the analysis of data. 

Usage of PIDs 

DOIs are widely used for any publication related identification. PIDs will be used for data, software and 
instruments. PaNdata has not yet decided which particular implementation of PIDs will be used for 
which purpose. 

Workflows 

Workflows tend to be very inhomogeneous. Afterwards it is often not possible to document the 
complete stack of software used. There is an effort to build up a catalogue, which holds information on 
available tools and software packages. This is considered to be only a first step as this covers not the 
question of documenting which software has actually been used. 

AAI 

Each site currently runs its own local AAI system. Users, either local or visiting, are registered 
independently at each facility. PANdata has the need and is now in the process of setting up a federated 
AAI on the basis of Shibboleth. The first step now underway is the consolidation of the users. Finally 
each user should have a unique Shibboleth ID which then should be mapped onto local IDs at each site. 
Once the common security infrastructure is established, PANdata sites will still run their own AAI 
management offices each with its own manager. A prototype is currently being tested by user 
communities. 
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Quality control 

Quality control procedures and policies are handled by each project or site independently. There is no 
PANdata initiative on this issue although this has been recognized as an important issue. 

Support 

All support activities are run by the local sites. These support teams are responsible for local issues only. 
There is no intention to setup a central helpdesk. A first federated activity will be needed once a 
federated security infrastructure is in place. 

Other issues 

 Along with the envisaged data growth it is anticipated that it will become more important to 
move data analysis tools instead of moving the data. 

PANdata is considering applying for the status of an ERIC. 

EUDAT Summary 

The PANdata seems to be a relatively homogeneous community of large physical infrastructures where 
IT is just one smaller part of the annual budget. Since more users from very different communities are 
starting to make use of the photon and neutron facilities, a data management problem is emerging. 
Experimental data are being created and processed by typical workflows to make them usable, which is 
resulting in a large number of files. The data for external users is then returned to them, so that data 
management is typically restricted to the internal users. Software called ICAT has been produced to 
manage this data.  

It seems that the PANdata community is also changing the way it deals with data, moving towards a 
more structured and harmonized approach. As a consequence it will be possible to integrate at least the 
data belonging to internal researchers stored within the PANdata facilities into a CDI. Nothing can be 
said about the other experimental data, since it is up to the researchers themselves to take care of their 
experimental results.  

The PANdata group also has sufficient experts such that it will be comparatively easy to integrate the 
facilities into CDI. 

2.3.4. ECRIN 

General Remarks 

 There are about 350 clinical research centers in Europe many using different Clinical Data Base 
Management Systems (CTMS) including data records of different flavours (different types of 
information, different structure, etc.) and applying different quality standards and control 
mechanisms, preventing easy re-use and combination of clinical evidences. The primary goal is 
to harmonize data management, data exchange and data quality according to standards and 
specifications which partly have to be established. In this context, ECRIN has developed a 
standard32 for ECRIN data centres. 

                                                             
32 Ohmann C, Kuchinke W, Canham S, et.al: Standard requirements for GCP-compliant data 
management in multinational clinical trials Trials 2011, 12:85. Online: www.trialsjournal.com/content/12/1/85 
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 The overall goal of ECRIN is to establish a network of high quality clinical research data centers 
that fulfill the general requirements:  
1. Support for the conduct of international GCP compliant clinical trials. 
2. Application of the CDISC standard (Clinical Data Interchange Standard Consortium) not only 

to exchange data but to also harmonize the CRF data records (Case Report Forms) in the 
data bases and to re-use care data for clinical trials. 

3. Application of general validation rules for data aggregation and services. 
4. Harmonization of the coordination of clinical trials. 
5. Cooperation with BBMRI, EATRIS and EuroBioImaging to exchange data and services. 
6. Implementation of p-medicine and TRANSFoRm tools to support personalized medicine 

trials. 
 A recent survey resulted in the following numbers: 80% of the CRC make use of a CDMS of 

which 50% are commercial systems and over 30% proprietary solutions. Only few make use of 
open source solutions (8 different open source solutions are used). There are in total 20 
different CDM systems in use.  

 All IT activities in the clinical areas are subject of procedural specifications and are subject to 
regulations and auditing to guarantee regulatory compliance, trust and privacy protection. 
There is a split between clinical study data (CD) and data management systems, and clinical 
research data (CRD) and data management systems. Data can be exported from CD to CRD 
after strict anonymisation has been applied. In addition, in future, clinical care data will be used 
for clinical trials. If care data are imported in the data management system of the study, 
pseudonymisation must be performed. Depending on the trial, imaging data, genomic data and 
modelling data will be included in the study database. 

 Technically the achievement of interoperability seems to be easier than getting the harmonized 
policy rules in place in all European countries and in the different centers.  

Current Architecture 

The ideal data architecture of ECRIN, to promote transparency by allowing open access to clinical trials 
data, can be described by the following drawing. 

Architecture of ECRIN data management. Figure 13 and Figure 14 include ECRIN integrating activities, 
indicate the collaborations with some ESFRI infrastructures (BBMRI, EATRIS and EuroBioImages) and 
indicate the implementation of tools for research initiatives (p-medicine and TRANSFoRm) to support 
international clinical trials in personalized medicine, rare diseases and nutrition and to incorporate 
primary care data in the study database.  
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Figure 13: Architecture of ECRIN data management 1 

To conduct an ECRIN international clinical trial, the data management system is employed in one of the 
ECRIN data centres. Clinical data is collected by many different investigators at their sites. Patients are 
invited (visit) and patient data is entered into the data management system, data may be provided 
partly by the Electronic Health Record (eHR), biobanks and imaging database. All trials data are collected 
in the study database (study db); but in addition the patient data of a site (source data) must also be 
stored at the site (Source DB). The source databases must by synchronized with the main study 
database. 

Additional tools to support data management will be implemented at the ECRIN data centre 
(TRANSFoRm) or will be provided by an application provider (p-medicine). In case clinical data is 
collected with one of these tools a clinical database is at the data provider’s location and has to be 
synchronized with the main study data base.  

After the clinical trials have been finished ECRIN plans to provide all clinical trials data in an anonymised 
form in an ECRIN Clinical Trials Data Repository for data mining, meta-analysis and modelling. 

There is an intent that clinical data management supports the CDISC standards. The centers with clinical 
research data bases should use CRFs that are based on the CDISC standard. Data centres should ensure a 
high quality level guaranteed by agreed certification procedures. Using CDISC standards would allow the 
centers to easily exchange and aggregate trial data from each other and thus foster clinical research and 
would also allow extracting useful and harmonized information from the records, and communicating 
them with related biomed initiatives. The P-Medicine initiative for example is providing simulation 
applications (Oncosimulator) based on VPH procedures. These would consume clinical data and would 
contribute to the research database by additional reports based on the simulation results. All data 
management processes could be made easier by making use of the flexible XML-based CDISC format or 
another CDISC standard. A particular concern is to find ways to make all data aspects more independent 
of special or proprietary software which has a limited lifetime. 
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It should be added here that the group in Düsseldorf is using the computer center of the university clinic 
to store its backups (archiving), but there is no systematic solution for the electronic archiving of the 
entire clinical trials available. The conditions for electronic archiving of the study database and the study 
documents using CDISC format and PDF have been prepared33. This model also provides for the storage 
of anonymised study data in a data warehouse.  

A special project called BiomedBridges is working on data bridges between the different biomed 
systems and initiatives. 

BioMedBridges architecture: proposed structure of clusters of ESFRI e-infrastructures that are 
connected by “data and service bridges” (shown exemplary) based on interoperability standards, 
technical integration and secure access.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data Types 

Data in the DM systems is organized according to CRFs (Case Report Forms: site, patient, visit, form, data 
group-hierarchy) which mainly consists of filled-in questionnaires, lab data, scanned documents and 
occasionally pointers to measurement data such ECG, blood pressure, and sometimes also for example 
X-Ray and NMR scans data. These time series also need to be stored (see above: storage on-site (source 
data) and storage in the central study database). 

The amount of data collected in a clinical trial (without time series data) can be estimated in the MB 
range for small cases with for example 20 patients and in the GB range for larger cases with about 1000 
patients. In general it can be said that the amounts of data stored in the DM systems is fairly small, 

                                                             
33 Kuchinke W, Aerts J, Semler SC, Ohmann C: CDISC standard-based electronic archiving of clinical trials. Methods Inf Med. 

2009;48(5):408-13. 
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however, it’s the huge number of cases and their internal complexity which needs care. The inclusion of 
imaging data will increase the size of data considerably. 

EUDAT Summary 

ECRIN is one of the many initiatives in the medical domain which work together in building their own 
complex “Sub-CDI” of clinical and research centers where the clinical centers in particular have to 
adhere to strict norms, but nevertheless using different database systems and applying different quality 
assessment levels. Most important and socially complicated is the agreement on applying the same set 
of “policy rules” in all centers that would establish trust in the reliability of the data in particular in 
international clinical trials. The overall intention is to aggregate anonymised clinical trial data in a central 
trial repository and make it thus available for data mining, analysis and modelling.  

The medical data domain seems still to be characterised by great heterogeneity and ongoing attempts 
to harmonize approaches, to structure the domain more clearly, to better define data flows and to 
improve the reliability of data. The amount of data is generally not that great, but it is the huge amount 
of small report files that needs to be managed which presents a challenge.  

2.3.5. DiXa 

It was agreed that the first interview would be a first step towards gaining a deeper insight into the data 
organisation of the DiXa community and its possible interest in EUDAT services. A more detailed 
interview will follow, probably including other members of the two initiatives.  

DiXa studies the influences of toxic materials on processes in living cells. Currently the measurements 
extend to DNA, RNA and protein building processes, that is, the observed mechanisms extend to a wide 
range of processes including genetic aspects. DiXa comprises 10 different consortia that apply different 
measurement methods and look at different types of processes dependent on their specific lab 
capabilities.  

Each lab measures developments in the cell over time – in general, per measurement there are only few 
points in time taken at low frequencies in general. However for each measurement there are a number 
of parameters that need to be varied such as material concentration. While until now each 
measurement only resulted in a few GB, this is changing dramatically due to the extension on genetic 
processes. Each measurement exists of many different parts. Observing RNA processes for example per 
measurement one will have about 30 kB, for epi-genome studies this will amount to 2.5 MB and 
measuring sequencing data will extend this even more.  

While the usual practice currently is for researchers to store all measurement data on notebooks, two 
developments can be seen: 

 there is a need and wish to exchange and re-use data. The sheer mass of data means it can no 
longer be handled effectively in this way. 

 
Data are generated by standard measurement equipment which also generates partial metadata such as 
time stamp etc. However extensive additional metadata, required to understand fully what the data is 
about, needs to be put in manually - and yet there are no wide agreements about metadata schema and 
vocabularies in the domain and there are no agreed procedures for uploading the data to a repository. 

The DiXa project has two major phases: 

 phase 1 focuses on data aspects such as data organization, formats, procedures, metadata 
specifications etc. 
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 phase 2 will focus on computational aspects, i.e. once the data are stored in proper 
repositories and can be accessed, pattern recognition services will be made available to 
operate on the stored data 

 
DiXa has a natural partner - the European Bioinformatics Institue – with whom to store data, but DiXa is 
looking for replication possibilities and opportunities to carry out compute-intensive jobs on the data, 
thus options to store the data close to powerful compute servers (as offered by EUDAT) are attractive. 

EUDAT Summary 

The DiXa community is typical for many scientific communities in so far as dramatic changes in the way 
data is being produced and subsequently be managed and accessed can be observed. The amount and 
complexity of data will increase beyond of what can be handled by individuals, small teams or projects 
due to new scientific requirements. Also the data created in the large number of small laboratories 
should be available for others to detect novel patterns. 

Metadata is seen as a key for finding resources, but yet there are no agreements about schemas, 
vocabularies and aggregation methods. EUDAT can act as a facilitator in achieving community consensus 
- perhaps via joint start-up collaborations.  

2.3.6. EMSO 

General Remarks 

 Main webpage is http://www.emso-eu.org 
 EMSO stands for European Multidisciplinary Seafloor Observatory. 
 EMSO is a European Research Infrastructure based on a distributed network of seafloor 

observatories for long-term monitoring of environmental processes. 
 Twelve European Countries are involved in EMSO Preparatory Phase with twelve sites (or 

nodes) which maintain seafloor and water-column observatories. Each node will run its own 
infrastructure and data-management, with a main central coordination. 

Current Architecture 

The EMSO community is creating its own data management platform that will be aimed at organizing 
multidisciplinary data and metadata coming from different observatories and data-repositories. There 
will be a main portal for data mining and retrieval. This portal will be connected to the EMSO nodes 
which preserve their own data acquisition systems and databases. 

Special attention is devoted to standardization aspects (file format, metadata, interoperability, shared 
vocabulary). 

Aspects Discussed 

Data characteristics 

The amount of data produced within each real-time observatory could reach a rate of 6  Mb/s (yielding 
an annual throughput of about 100 TB). Considering all the EMSO nodes (not yet deployed), the 
throughput will increase significantly within the next years.   

http://www.emso-eu.org/
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The number of data files per observatories can vary, depending on the number and type of sensors 
hosted, also if a basic suite of sensors are common to all nodes. EMSO will adopt the most common 
standards for data files. Typically data are open-accessed after some period necessary for data quality 
assessment 

Metadata 

EMSO collects metadata both on sensors (and observatories) and on data. Observatories are intended to 
be described by SensorML34 Metadata on archived data-sets are compatible with ISO1911535, DIF36 or 
the NetCDF37 standards 

Data replication 

The possibilities of using distributed e-infrastructures for storage to replicate data (e.g. GRID) are under 
discussion. Currently local replication (backups, data transfer) is handled independently by each partner. 

Usage of PIDs 

The DOI system will be used to manage persistent identifiers for data and metadata in the EMSO 
community.  

Workflows 

These are currently not developed 

AAI 

The vision of EMSO is to allow scientists all over the world to access observatories data following an 
open access model. 

Quality Control 

Quality control procedures are handled by each partner or node accordingly to EMSO guidelines. 

Support 

All support activities are run by the local sites. These support teams are responsible for local issues only.  

EUDAT Summary 

The EMSO community seems to be very similar to the EPOS one where sensors produce continuous 
streams, submit them to well-defined data centers with the help of some established protocols. 
Obviously, EMSO also will have the problem to find and access the data fragments that belong to 
relevant events, given that the data sensors and data centers all use different packaging and file 
chunking techniques. A second round of discussion will be required to go into more detail.  

                                                             
34 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sensorml 
35

 http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=26020 
36 http://gcmd.nasa.gov/User/difguide/difman.html 
37

  http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/ 

http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/sensorml
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=26020
http://gcmd.nasa.gov/User/difguide/difman.html
http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/
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2.3.7. INCF 

General Remarks 

 INCF is the International Neuroinformatics Coordination Facility. It is a global network in 
existence since about 6 years. In addition to European countries the USA, Japan, South Korea, 
India and Australia (the state of Victoria) are currently members as well. 

 Members are states and per member there is at least one hub, which primarily acts as a point 
of contact. However, the hubs have different strength and tasks, i.e. some can be strong hubs 
with own large research and imaging facilities.  

 National hubs can be seen as platforms for data sharing, data publication, etc. Some, such as 
the German hub in Munich, store about 200 TB of data; thus at the level of the national data 
hubs the storage problem is solved for some members but not all. 

 INCF adopts a broad view on neuroinformatics. This includes all imaging methods such as 
(f)MRI, MEG and EEG, but also EM, physiological measurements etc. 

 Increasingly the hubs are expected to offer services on the data stored in some big container 
such as a local cloud or an Amazon cloud (which is currently being investigated). 

Current Architecture 

INCF is setting up a network of strong national hubs where each of them is connected with some 
national institutions who also want to participate in data sharing and exchange. So basically INCF has a 
2-tier structure. The tasks of this network are: exchange of data (including data publication), federating 
data based on iRODS, establishing a joint MD domain by making use of the iCAT registry of iRODS and to 
extract MD from the different formats that are provided. Within the imaging domain one such example 
is the INCF-provided XNAT service which extracts metadata that originates from the DICOM format of 
the imaging equipment or derived NIFTI files. That way certain fields can be extracted from the XNAT 
database and integrated into the iCAT store. Within the physiology domain the Neuroshare API and the 
NEO data model allow for a similar approach. 

Individual institutions are going to be connected via iRODS such that data being created locally can easily 
be migrated to, for example, the national hubs.  

PIDs are not used yet, but are on the agenda. DOIs for data are being discussed (e.g., through DataCite 
or figshare). So far, INCF is using an Object DB with internal UIDs; thus the software needs to be adapted 
to accommodate external PIDs and there are questions about usage of PIDs for collections, subsets of 
data and versioning. 

Data Types 

As indicated there is heterogeneity of data types being dealt with in the INCF community: 

 imaging data, normally provided in the DICOM format including some typical metadata but 
other formats such as NIFTI or Analyze are common as well 

 XCEDE tries to provide an underlying data model for all sorts of imaging data and is chosen as a 
basis for a forthcoming INCF standard 

 XNAT is a neuroimaging-specific database application that can store data complying to the 
XCEDE model and its derivatives 

 in physiology the NEO data model as well as the Neuroshare API are widely being used which 
includes data, MD and stimuli. 
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Despite this there is no common metadata standard, however an ontology is currently being worked 
out. iCAT is currently simply being used as a container for metadata and to offer search possibilities. 
Currently there is no OAI-PMH interface.  

EUDAT Summary 

The INCF community seems to have a strong IT branch that is busy structuring the domain. With a clear 
view on using software/standards such as XNAT, XCEDE, iRODs and PIDs there seems to be a structured 
approach to harmonization. Obviously some centers already play a strong role already, and this will help 
in further harmonization and structuring. We can expect clear interfaces and protocols that will make 
integration into a joint CDI comparatively simple. However, it is not clear how well these specifications 
are followed within the INCF community. Further interactions will be necessary.  

2.4. Extended Summary (new in D4.1.2) 

In section 2.2 (our summary from the first core-community interview) we stated:  

 In general communities are confronted with an extreme increase in data volumes and in 
complexity; 

 in some areas disciplines work already across narrow boundaries and work on data 
organizations in domain federations; 

 in most cases the data types are well-known, although new challenges will emerge requiring 
new formats; 

 data organizations in most communities are fluid; 
 some communities have defined their metadata plans, while other are still working on 

schemas, semantics and access protocols; 
 in almost all cases stable and persistent data centers are a means of structuring the community 

data landscape and they are most likely to participate in establishing an open CDI 

In addition we found from working with the core communities that:  

 the expected heterogeneity within a CDI is indeed large; 
 the notion of registered objects is indeed very important since (depending on the community) 

there are many pre-processing steps to be carried out before data objects achieve an 
acceptable state and EUDAT does not want to deal with this temporary, intermediate data; 

 the notion of digital objects and the distinction between internal and external attributes and 
characteristics is essential; it is clear that initiatives such as EUDAT should focus on the external 
attributes (except for purely metadata objects); 

 the discussion about abstract data objects as defined by the abstract diagrams was very helpful 
in several ways: 

‒ it helped in establishing a common language very quickly; 
‒ it helped EUDAT understand the organizational details; 
‒ it helped the communities to sharpen their understanding of how to set up a functional 

data organization. 

From our interactions with the new communities, covered in this updated report, we can not that: 

 The findings of the first discussions were widely confirmed, in particular the observation that all 
data organizations seem to be very much in flux due to a growing awareness that the data 
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tsunami will require new approaches and that data sharing and access should be supported in a 
much better way. Very few communities do not speak about major changes.  

 Almost all communities follow a concept where strong and persistent centers are one of the 
basic structuring pillars. Mostly these centers are of a new type; only in the case of the arts and 
humanities the role for libraries and archives has been clearly identified.  

 The state of discussion across communities and within communities is heterogeneous. In most 
cases a few centers and research labs are already adopting new trends which seems to be a 
result of specific project funding. These could act as exemplars, but the transition to broad 
support is often lacking. There is also a clear difference between countries. Some European 
countries don’t invest sufficiently in infrastructure, making it difficult to find proper partners.  

 From a German survey in the Radieschen38 project where in particular university departments 
have been interviewed it seems that they are still a long way away from participating in any 
structured form of data sharing and management support. This supports the previous remark 
about a lack in outreach to all researchers in the field.  

These facts allow us to make statements about the directions in which EUDAT needs to move: 

 Services that simplify data management, sharing, preservation etc. for the many researchers 
out in the university departments are of high relevance. Here even simple solutions such as 
Simple Store that help structuring the way people deal with data will be of high value.  

 Currently EUDAT focuses some services (Safe Replication, Data Staging) on a few community 
centers that have the skills and data organization allowing them to participate in a CDI 
landscape where common services are being offered. With the exception of very few 
communities, this will not scale up easily. 

 The way EUDAT has been defined for the current funding period will act more in the sense of 
setting examples of how a CDI can be implemented. It will not yet reach out to the reality in the 
many labs and in all the countries.  

 

                                                             
38

 http://www.dcc.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/idcc13posters/Poster107.pdf 
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3. REQUIRED SERVICES 

Based on the community analysis described in the previous chapter, a set of required services has been 
extracted for each community. For the CDI our aim is to identify services relevant to as many 
communities as possible. The distinction between core and new communities is also applied in this 
section. The particular service cases identified below in italics (e.g. Simple Store) are described in 
Appendix B. 

Note that in this updated report the names of some of the service cases have been changed to reflect 
agreed definitions in the wider EUDAT project. These are: 

 Researcher Data Store (RDS) → Simple Store (SS); 
 Dynamic Replication of Data (DR) → Data Staging (DS). 

3.1. Core Communities 

3.1.1. CLARIN 

With respect to EUDAT service scenarios CLARIN has identified a few important cases: 

 CLARIN would like to use the EUDAT infrastructure to replicate its data (Safe Replication of 
Data). 

 CLARIN would like to give the many humanities users access to the data stored at data centres, 
either by hosting applications or through web services, all being easily deployed at data 
centres. 

 There is much “orphan” data out there with individual users; therefore CLARIN would like to 
see EUDAT offer a Researcher Data Store.  

 A joint EUDAT Metadata Domain seems to be relevant for EUDAT and CLARIN centres would 
contribute to it by providing metadata via OAI-PMH.  

 Within CLARIN there is also a need for capacity computing and moving data close to computing 
resources. This is related to the idea of moving data close to HPC facilities, but is not the same 
case (cf. Data Staging).  

EUDAT comment: Obviously in the CLARIN community more and more centres will fulfil the strong 
requirements requested by CLARIN. Nevertheless, it makes sense to begin the integration of the two or 
three partners and then to extend to other centres. 

CLARIN has participated in the safe replication pilot with the MPI-TLA center together with the RZG and 
SARA data centers. The pilot was concluded with the successful transfer of a small dataset integrated 
with the PID management services. Currently CLARIN is working on a pre-production setup to use the 
safe replication service to replicate larger datasets. 

3.1.2. ENES 

With respect to EUDAT service scenarios ENES has identified a few important cases: 

 ENES would like to use the EUDAT infrastructure to replicate its data (Safe Replication of Data). 
 One reason for the replication is to make use of HPC facilities at the replication site to allow 

ENES users to carry out heavy compute jobs (cf. Data Staging). 
 Another interesting use case would be to aggregate metadata from neighbouring disciplines 

from environmental sciences to make it easy for researchers to find useful data that could be 
integrated into their research (cf. EUDAT Metadata Domain). 
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EUDAT comment: Given the state of data organization at the ENES sites we propose starting with DKRZ 
and then extending to CERFACS. It is not yet clear when other centres will adopt the new data 
management solution currently under development within ENES.  

ENES has participated in the safe replication pilot with the DKRZ center together with the Juelich data 
center. ENES has performed a successful replication with a test dataset in this pilot. Currently ENES is 
running the safe replication service in pre-production. 

3.1.3. EPOS 

With respect to EUDAT service scenarios EPOS has identified a few important cases: 

 EPOS would like to replicate their data files to achieve long-term persistence and to improve 
accessibility (Safe Replication of Data). 

 EPOS would like to store replicas close to powerful computers to allow people to look for 
interesting patterns in the selected streams (cf. Data Staging).  

 EPOS would like to make use of the EPIC39 PID service. 

EUDAT comment: With respect to EPOS we need to restrict all services at the moment to INGV and INGV 
will need to adapt their organization to participate. It is currently unclear when other centres will have 
an adequate data organization.  

EPOS has participated in the safe replication pilot with the INGV center together with the CINECA data 
center. Several tests have been performed and a number of issues have been identified. ENES is 
currently moving the safe replication service into pre-production, investigating solutions for the 
identified issues.  

EPOS is currently participating in the dynamic data replication pilot with the INGV center together with 
the RZG and SARA data centers. 

3.1.4. VPH 

With respect to EUDAT service scenarios VPH has identified the following important cases: 

 Currently when simulations are done, all relevant information is extracted and aggregated by 
the person who does the simulation and is copied to an HPC environment. Since simulations 
are only done per patient the volume of each dataset is limited. 

 In future they would like to replicate data to EPCC and other PRACE centres to be able to 
support simulations in a more efficient way (Data Staging). 

 There is one problem foreseen: one does not know beforehand where CPU time will be 
granted, a quick transport of data between the HPC and Data Centres would be necessary. 
Non-optimal choices can result in lots of potentially unnecessary data movement. 

 VPH, especially in IMENSE, would like to use the EPIC PID service. 
 In the coming federation solution access permissions and thus a proper AAI solution based on 

Shibboleth40 will be essential. 
 There is the open question of how to propagate access rights along with data replicas, since 

data centres may have different access control solutions. EUDAT will produce a short briefing 
note about this issue, since this is a general point which accepts all communities and data 
centres. 

 VPH have a metadata scheme and would be able to offer metadata to harvesters, although 
there is no accompanying concept of a collection.  

                                                             
39 http://www.pidconsortium.eu/ 
40

 http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/ 
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EUDAT comment: For VPH it is obvious that we should begin work with UCL as the community centre 
and that UCL will need to adapt its data organization to participate. Other centres may join at a later 
date.  

VPH is currently participating in the dynamic data replication pilot with the UCL center together with the 
CSC data center. 

3.1.5. LifeWatch (updated in D4.1.2) 

With respect to EUDAT service scenarios LifeWatch has identified a few important cases: 

 The Simple Store is very relevant within LifeWatch. Similar initiatives are already taking place 
within the biodiversity communities, such as scratchpads41. 

 The Safe Replication of Data service case could be relevant to sub communities within 
LifeWatch. This would typically be the kind of service that LifeWatch would use from other 
initiatives based on sub-agreements. 

 The Data Staging service case could also be relevant to sub communities within LifeWatch. This 
would typically be the kind of service that LifeWatch would use from other initiatives based on 
sub-agreements. 

 The topic of distributed computing (not necessarily HPC) is a service case also very relevant to 
LifeWatch. Currently there is a shift going on with respect to the resource requirements.  

1. Other scientist want to perform analysis on a small geographic area because of some 
event occurring and  

2. few scientists want to perform analysis on a regional, continental or global scale. Both 
cases bring their own type of challenges in order to run the analysis. 

 The aggregated EUDAT Metadata Domain is very relevant for LifeWatch and has much overlap 
with the problem domain LifeWatch is trying to solve within biodiversity. 

Recently a new type of common service has been suggested by LifeWatch which is still being discussed 
in EUDAT. Much human generated observational data for example lacks quality control in a few 
dimensions:  

1. The semantic categories which had been specified by the users have not been checked on 
correctness and compliance with an accepted category system.  

2. The entered strings could just include typos etc.  

Therefore, it is suggested to develop a tool that checks a set of files including the specification of 
semantic categories for its compliance with a (set of) specified term definitions that could have been 
extracted from ontologies, thesauri, category lists or other knowledge sources accepted in a community. 
In case of a match the annotator can accept or reject the relation. In case of a positive decision the 
reference to the discovered category is added to the file. In case of a rejection or a mismatch the 
annotator can correct the input string and create a reference to a possible category. 

Amongst the core communities it was not obvious whether other communities would support this use 
case and what the right level of abstraction would be for EUDAT. This discussion was supported in the 
review meeting. The possible levels are: 

1. Create a LifeWatch specific component and then later see whether it can be generalized.  
2. Look amongst the core and eventually amongst the other contacted communities whether there 

is an interest in this sort of component and make the specifications slightly more generic.  

                                                             
41

 http://www.scratchpads.eu/ 
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3. Start from the general discussions about “annotation” and offer a generic annotation service 
that fits with the general trends - an approach for example chosen in the DASISH project.  

EUDAT comment: for LifeWatch it is currently unclear which centers can participate in EUDAT. We see 
the LifeWatch service suggestion as an excellent example of new types of suggestions for common 
services which we want to intensify when starting the next round of discussions in EUDAT.  

3.2. Enabling Services 

This report will not discuss so-called enabling services such as AAI, PID, workspace etc. although the 
communities frequently mentioned them. They are not regarded so much as “researcher use cases”, but 
nevertheless need to be developed at a technical level to enable the above mentioned use cases.  

3.3. Summary 

From the cases described for each community we have identified the following services that can be 
relevant in realizing the CDI.  

 Safe Replication of Data(SR) is a service allowing communities to easily create replicas of their 
datasets in multiple data centres.  

 Data Staging (DS) is a service that is responsible for moving datasets close to HPC facilities and 
ingesting the analysis results back into the EUDAT infrastructure. 

 EUDAT Metadata Domain (MD) is a service aggregating metadata from multiple communities 
and providing search facilities with results linking back to the actual resources. 

 The Simple Store (SS) service will provide an easy way for researchers to upload resources with 
minimal effort. All data uploaded through the SS should be open, publicly available and have 
proper metadata associated. 

 A Persistent Identifier (PID) service to manage and facilitate the PIDs for a community.  

These services, listed by community, are summarized in Table 1: Community Service Matrix. 

Table 1: Community Service Matrix 

Community  SR DS MD SS PID 

CLARIN X + X X + 

ENES X X X  + 

EPOS X X   X 

VPH X X   X 

LifeWatch X + X + + 

NB: “X”=this service is relevant to this community, “+“ = this community has interest in this service but at a later stage or has a 
similar service already running in production. 

Within the core communities there is a clear need for safe and dynamic data replication services; in 
particular the safe replication service is of interest to all communities reviewed so far. 

Two communities with mature and well-structured metadata organizations have expressed interest in 
the EUDAT metadata domain service and LifeWatch has a natural overlap with this service. EPOS and 
VPH have expressed their interest in such a service as well but are currently re-organizing their 
metadata provision.  

The CLARIN community has explicitly mentioned the Simple Store, although most communities see a use 
for it especially to provide a solution to the individual researchers and citizen scientists. Within the 
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LifeWatch community there is also the need for such a service and some similar initiatives are already 
taking place. 

The PID service is important for both EPOS and VPH. These communities are currently re-organizing their 
metadata provision and don’t have their own PID infrastructure in place. Both CLARIN and ENES already 
operate their own PID service in production and it should be possible to operate this alongside the 
EUDAT provided services. 

These services all are relevant to most or multiple communities, and hence makes these services 
suitable for the CDI. The implementation and deployment of these services can be prioritized based on 
the number of communities that expressed interest in a service. The use cases describing these services 
have been submitted to the EUDAT Service Architecture Forum and Executive Board and are accepted 
now. Taskforces have been formed to take up the work and work has started on the Safe Replication 
and Data Staging cases already. The Metadata Domain and Simple Store also have taskforces assigned 
and are currently preparing to start the work. 

The other services listed are only relevant to a limited number of communities and are thus not 
considered suitable for the CDI at this time and don’t have a service case description. If more 
information becomes available through interviews with other communities this is of course likely to 
change. 

3.4. Extended Community Needs (new in D4.1.2) 

For this updated report additional communities were contacted to discuss their needs for common 
services. Our analysis of the kinds of common services the new communities would need is not as 
detailed as that for the core EUDAT communities, the main reasons being:  

1. At the time of the interactions EUDAT was not in the state to demonstrate their early services, 
i.e. the offer of examples was not concrete enough. 

2. The new communities in general are busy achieving consensus about their own data 
organization and data landscape. 

3. There was a lack of time to come to more intensive and continuous interactions.  

Therefore, additional interviews and interactions with all non-core communities are scheduled for 
January/February 2013 to discuss their requirements in more details and to prepare for the second User 
Forum. 

3.4.1. CESSDA 

Since the CESSDA data world is generally well-organized and since the amount of data to be handled is 
still modest, CESSDA does not have acute needs for common services. This may change in the coming 
years when more data and other data types are to be expected. The following services are most likely to 
be required: 

 flexible and safe replication 
 center-based curation  

3.4.2. DARIAH 

The discussion revealed that the following major service gaps are seen by DARIAH - not all can be solved 
by EUDAT:  

 There is a large lack of knowledge about format details (generic formats, specific formats) and 
thus possibilities exists in conversion, exploitation, curation, etc. 

 forensic services would be rather important (i.e. recovering data from broken disks) 
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 bit preservation and curation of generic formats 
 replication of data across national borders including a solution of the legal aspects 
 a solution for orphan data42 including their publication, edition, etc 
 general services such as OCR, annotation of web content, data analysis and visualization  

3.4.3. PANDATA 

With respect to a possible cooperation with EUDAT, PANdata sees the following important cases: 

 federation of the AAI infrastructures and knowledge/technology exchange 
 an exchange of metadata and a synchronization on knowledge and technology. 
 an exchange of knowledge and technology with respect to scalability issues (data volume and 

number of data files) and adaptation of workflows. 

3.4.4. ECRIN 

With respect to EUDAT service scenarios ECRIN has a few important cases: 

 ECRIN might be interested in the safe replication service offered by EUDAT to preserve and 
optimally share data. 

 ECRIN would be interested to provide its metadata to the EUDAT metadata service. 
 A Researchers Simple Store could be very interesting for clinical people in particular to easily 

share data and to allow a kind of social tagging by patients and their families, so called “patient 
empowerment”.  

 Archiving of anonymised clinical trial data for open access 

3.4.5. DiXa 

DiXa has a natural partner in EBI to store data, but DiXa is looking for replication possibilities and 
possibilities to carry out compute-intensive jobs on the data, thus options to store the data close to 
powerful compute servers (as offered by EUDAT) are attractive. 

3.4.6. EMSO 

There might be an interest in an infrastructure for replicating data. Currently local replication (backups, 
data transfer) is handled independently by each partner. 

3.4.7. INCF 

The INCF community is in general well-organized. With respect to common services that EUDAT could 
provide the following points have been mentioned in particular: 

 knowledge exchange across disciplines is very important 
 take profit of synergies which may come out so that INCF could take over EUDAT solutions 
 the replication and staging services could be of use for INCF 
 of course INCF would be happy to contribute to the joint metadata domain 

3.5. Extended Summary 

First, and most simply, we extend the requirements matrix shown in Table 1. Here we also list the 
Semantic Annotation services (indicated by LifeWatch and the “centralized workflow approach” 
currently being dealt with in WP7. With respect to bit preservation and archiving as demanded by some 
communities we add a mark for the Safe Replication, since this is one of its core functions. Since the first 
version of the report the interests of the core communities have developed slightly as well. 

                                                             
42

 This is currently called “Simple Store” in EUDAT.  
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Table 2: Extended Community Service Matrix 

Community Safe 
Replication 

Data 
Staging 

Metadata Simple 
Store 

Semantic 
Annotation 

Central 
Workflow 

CLARIN X + X X + X 

ENES X X X X  X 

EPOS X X X X +  

VPH X X X X   

LifeWatch X + X X X  

CESSDA +      

DARIAH +   + +  

PANdata   +   X 

ECRIN +  + +   

DiXa + +     

EMSO +      

INCF + + +    

NB: “X”=this service is relevant to this community, “+“ = this community has interest in this service but at a later stage or has a 
similar service already running in production.  

In addition the following services have been mentioned by the communities and at the EUDAT 
conference:  

 knowledge exchange on formats etc (seminars, training, education, etc.) 
 technology exchange (only on occasion basis) 
 center-based curation  
 forensic services to recover storage media  
 OCR services (not really a EUDAT service) 
 scalability issues (not really a service, but studied in WP7) 
 generic infrastructure for crowd sourcing 
 Dropbox-like functionality (intended for Research Data Store phase 2) 
 annotation workspace (similar to LifeWatch use case) 

As already indicated a few times already we will start a new round of discussions with all interested 
communities based on the much more concrete solutions for common services which EUDAT is now 
depoying. We do need to be open minded enough to not only look at common data services in which 
large data centers specializein, but also at services at community partner organizations like universities 
and libraries.  
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ANNEX A.  COMMUNITY QUESTIONS  

 

EUDAT WP4/5/6 Community Questions 
Peter, Marc, Johannes 

This note is about the scope of questions that will be addressed to the different communities in the 
structured interviews in EUDAT, thus to mention this again: EUDAT will not send written questionnaires 
knowing that the spectrum of interpretations and answers will be very diverse. It is obvious that when 
working at the cutting edge as we do in EUDAT it would be naive to assume “ready and clear” answers. 
As in all cases the “entrepreneurs” in EUDAT need to construct a roadmap from a life interaction with 
the stakeholders, bring in their deep knowledge about research and its future development and take 
some risks: it’s giving and taking and sometimes things may not come out as intended. If we will not 
base our EUDAT activities on proper answers and own intuitions about what is meant on the one hand 
and proper assumptions about future developments based on our insights on the other hand, EUDAT 
will fail. EUDAT is not about asking simple to answer questions (e.g. how much TB do you need?) to the 
communities; it’s about working out a joint path into the “unknown” future. However, what we cannot 
afford is what happened in a big project in the US: the community members explained what they need 
and how their data landscape is organized, after two years the developers showed up with a solution 
that did not fit with the existing solutions. For EUDAT it would be a disaster, if the existing data 
landscape in the communities is not taken as point of departure and if the discussion process would fail. 

This list of questions is meant to be used by the interviewers as a list of issues that should be addressed. 
It is obvious that it will take in general a few iterations to get all relevant points being answered. From 
this structured list of questions and the interview results we will construct the semi-formal report that is 
required at the end. SAF will play a major role in this extraction process. 

WP4/5/6 Questions 
We are addressing three very much related question groups and take very much the user and user 
community perspective and the data centres are required to indicate realization possibilities: 

1. What is the current data organization and architecture in the community and how will it evolve? 
2. What kind of services they are expecting from a Common Data Services layer? 
3. How important is trust and which aspects does it have? 

 

The trust questions will be addressed at a later point in time. The first two questions are part of the task 
4.1 activities (leader: MPI-PL) while the last question is part of the T 4.3 activities (leader: CUNI).  

1 Data Organization and Architecture  
This part is meant to get a deep understanding of how the data landscape looks like in the respective 
community. We will first restrict ourselves to the delegates of the ESFRI and other organized initiatives 
assuming that they can give proper answers or that they know the people who can give answers. As in 
the DAITF preparation note we will make use of the DOA architecture and the existing analysis to make 
people aware about the kind of issues we want to know and where we are heading to and to have a king 
of common reference. 

 

 Meta-Question for all questions: state and development 
o Is data important in your field? 

 About how much data do we speak and are they related in different ways? 
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 Is data generated manually and/or automatically? 
 What are the relevant types and formats? 
 What about structures and semantics? 
 What is the life span of data objects? 
 Do people access old data? 
 Can the access pattern be predicted? 
 Is data open access or protected? 
 Who has rights on the data? 
 Is there a quality control of data and metadata? 
  

o Is there a coherent organization of and architecture for data? 
 Do you have a clear notion of a data object? 
 Do you have metadata associated with the object? 
 Are the metadata schemas and vocabularies formally described and registered? 
 Is it possible to harvest metadata (OAI-PMH, etc.)? 
 Are PIDs assigned to objects? Are that external PIDs? 
 Who is the PID provider and which system is used? 
 Is integrity and authenticity information stored? 
 How are collections created, treated and maintained? 
 Is there a clear procedure for the various life-cycle phases? 
 Are data registration, publication and preservation different steps and are different 

stakeholders involved? 
 Do you apply replication of data and metadata and if so based on which 

technology and protocols? 
 Who takes care of data curation? 
 Do you make use of explicit policies that are turned into formal rules and 

procedures? 
 Are their controls on success of operations? 
 Are you able to draw a simple architecture diagram based on DOA as blueprint? 
  

o Are there agreements about an organization? 
 Is there an ERIC or another body governing the processes? 
 Is the data landscape based on agreements and statements? 
 Is it thus stable? 
  

o Are there clearly identified centres that take a role? 
 Do you make use of “accepted repositories” and do they participate in quality 

assessments? 
 What kind of software solutions are they using for data management? 
 What kind of APIs are provided? 
  
 Are these centres part of a service provider federation? 
 Do they have a formal upload facility? 
 Do they apply object characterization at ingest? 
 Do they add to metadata? 
 Do they create new versions or presentations; is it allowed to change content? 
 Is provenance and access information stored? 
 How reliable are the centres? 
 What kind of access, interoperability and exploitation services do they offer? 
 How many people are involved in data management and access? 
 What are the costs? 

 

1 Use and Service Cases 
This part is meant to get an idea what kind of services are expected from the Common Data 
Services layer and what kind of requirements these services should have. Knowing that people 
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are always eager to be confronted with ideas for the future, we will take the following position: we 
will forward the existing list of ideas and ask to comment on this, extend it etc. At the PARADE 
round it was obvious that when a list presented other people said like: Oh yes - of course that’s 
what we also need.  

Questions elicited by the current list of user-oriented services: 

 Do you need a simple to use, but professional upload service (YouTube like, scientific 
dropbox or Amazone S3) for data of your researchers?  

o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o If so which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 
o Handles will be generated by the uploading site - ok? 
o Metadata will be created at upload time, checks will be carried out and MD records 

will be extended by the uploading site - ok? 

 Do you need a long-term preservation service for your data?  
o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o How would this service integrate into your landscape? 
o Who will request Handles and how to keep the Handle records updated? 
o How will metadata be dealt with? 
o Which constraints are there for replication? 
o Who would be responsible for curation and other aspects? 
o If so which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 

 Do you want to give access to your data that is uploaded into the CDS layer? 
o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o How would this service integrate into your landscape? 
o Who would be responsible for which type of services on the data? 
o If so which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 

 Do you need a Workspace Service for your researchers? 
o What would be the application scenario? 
o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o How would this service integrate into your landscape? 
o Which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 

 Do you need a Service Hosting service? 
o What would be services you would like to deploy at a centre and why? 
o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o How should the deployment function - how easy and dynamic does it have to be 

be? 
o Who has to take which responsibilities? 
o Which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 

 Do you need Web-Service execution services (similar to previous point)? 
o What would be services you would like to deploy at a centre and why? 
o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o Do the services only operate on the stored data? 
o How should deployments function - how easy and dynamic does it have to be be? 
o Which workflow engine is required? 
o Who has to take which responsibilities? 
o How many resources (storage, network, CPU) will be required? 
o Which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 

 Would you like to see a joint metadata search service? 
o Can you give examples for cross-disciplinary work? 
o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o Who is providing the machinery and who has to take which responsibilities? 
o How many resources (storage, network, CPU) will be required? 
o Which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 
o Which standards are important? 

 Would you like to see a joint data mining service? 
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o Can you give examples for data mining and cross-disciplinary work? 
o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o Who is providing the machinery and who has to take which responsibilities? 
o How many resources (storage, network, CPU) will be required? 
o Which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 

 Which other services would you see as relevant in CDI? 
o If so which functional requirements would you associate with this service? 
o How many resources (storage, network, CPU) will be required? 
o Which other requirements (UI, operational, rights, etc.) are relevant? 

 

Questions elicited by the current list of enabling services: 

 Federated AAI (single identity, single sign on) 
o Federated AAI will be required to establish CDI 
o Do you have AAI in place in your community based on a service provider 

federation? 
o Are there already agreements with NRENs? Does eduGain play a role? 
o Which technology is being used? 
o Which attributes are being exchanged? 
o What roles and what level of control is important? 
o Do you have community wide data manager role defined? What are the 

responsibilities and tasks? 
o How can the CDI landscape being realized when integrating CDS? 

 For PID Assignment Handles will be used 
o Are you systematically using PIDs (e.g. Handles, PURN, PURL, community 

specific, other) ? If not what are the plans? 
o Which requirements for PIDs do you have in your community? 
o How can the CDI landscape being realized when integrating CDS? 

 A centre and service registry needs to be setup 
o Do you have such a registry already in place? 
o Which requirements for such a registry do you have in your community? 
o How can the CDI landscape being realized when integrating CDS? 

 Replication services will need to be setup 
o Do you have such a replication services already in place? 
o Which requirements for such a replication service do you have in your 

community? 
o What type of data is replicated (e.g. unstructured/file or structured/database)? 
o What is the purpose for replicating (e.g. higher availability or reliability)? 
o Is replication coarse on project/group basis or fine-grained on user level? 
o How can the CDI landscape being realized when integrating CDS? 

 A Monitoring Service needs to be setup in CDI 
o Do you have a community wide monitoring service? 
o Which tools are used for service monitoring? 
o Are your centres and service ready to be integrated? 
o Which requirements for such a service do you have in your community? 
o How can the CDI landscape being realized when integrating CDS? 

 Accounting needs to be done to get clear indications of costs and efforts 
o Which requirements for such a service do you have in your community? 
o What are critical parameters to be accounted? 
o What type of accounting reporting should be provided? 

 Support will be required for all services 
o How is support currently implemented within the community? 
o Do you have a community wide ticketing system? 
o Do you use a central documentation system? 
o Which requirements for support do you have in your community? 
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ANNEX B. EUDAT SERVICE CASE DESCRIPTIONS 

B.1.  Safe Replication of Data (SR) 

Proposer:  Willem Elbers, Daan Broeder, Peter Wittenburg, Michael Lautenschlager, Reinhard 
Budig 

What is it? 

Relevant data needs to be replicated from community centers to a number of data centers in a safe way 
with several purposes in mind: (1) data bitstream preservation, (2) more optimal data curation, (3) 
better accessibility of data. The managers at community sites need to have a simple interface such as: 

Create M replications at different data centers for N years, exclude centers X to Z from the replication 
scheme and make them all accessible by maintaining the given access permissions.  

 

 

The replicated digital objects in the above figure are identified through a single PID, with multiple 
locations associated to the PID record; one location per each copy. Currently it is not yet clear if the 
replication sites will be able to update the PID records or that the PID administrator should be notified 
and be responsible for the PID record updates. 

In general we need to expect that community and data centers have different types of data 
organizations and are using different storage technologies. All participating centers must be willing to 
join a federation defined by agreements establishing trust and defining explicit policies. We expect that 
the participating centers associate clear identities based on PIDs (MPI-PL uses the handle framework) 
with each of their objects to be replicated to ensure data integrity and authenticity. 

What are the requirements? 

From the side of the communities we can formulate the following requirements: 

 Community managers (CM) can specify M replicas to be stored for N years.  
 CM can specify which objects/collections need to be copied.  
 CMs want to know whether the replicas are identical with the source.  
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 CMs want to execute regular checks across all object instances and give indications in case of 
differences.  

 CMs want the replicas to be accessible by users while maintaining the access permissions as 
defined by the originating community center.  

 The work of all centers participating is being audited (RAC or DSA) to establish trust and 
therefore all activities need to be explicitly be described by policy rules.  

 The solutions should require as little changes as possible on the community data organization 
side, although general principles must be in place: PIDs for objects, separate metadata and 
data, PID reference in the metadata. 

 This service should be offered as a highly available and robust service with high throughput. 
 The transmission needs to be secure in so far as the traffic needs to be carried out between 

certificated services/servers. At first instance no encryption needs to be done. 
 It is expected that an access logging is being done and that aggregated statistics are being 

provided. 
 It is expected that proven and widely used software is being used and that the approach is 

modular involving different protocols and solutions were possible. 
 The solution should be in line with what other communities worldwide are doing. 
 At first instance nothing is being done with the provided metadata from the different 

communities.  

What are the Basic Technologies? 
From the user communities the following technologies are suggested although final decisions can only 
be taken after intensive checks by WP5 and WP6.  

 Currently iRODS seems to be a good starting point for a replication middleware although some 
of its name spaces will not be used. 

 Currently, there seems to be no alternative for Handle Services as offered by EPIC to be used to 
give data objects an identity. The information associated with Handles needs to be checked. 

 A distributed AAI needs to be used to ensure that only registered data managers can carry out 
federation operations. Shibboleth based operation seems to be optimal. 

 A central center registry should be available to contain all required information about the 
participating centers to allow automatic operation. But it is not clear to the communities 
whether appropriate software is already available.  

 

It is expected that the community centers have a well-organized data architecture and that they will 
carry out the adaptations that are required locally.  

Who will participate? 

We will separate a number of phases: 

Phase 1: MPI-PL will replicate to RZG and SARA. 

Phase 2: MPI-PL, CUP and DKRZ will replicate to RZG and SARA. 

Phase 3: MPI-PL, DKRZ and UCL will replicate to RZG, SARA, Jülich and other data centers 

Phase 4: a generic machinery will be offered to make it easy for new communities and data centers to 
join. INGV, EAA need to be asked whether they are willing to participate and how and when an 
integration can be done.  

Is there Experience to be based on? 
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Due to earlier projects such as REPLIX etc. the following expertise is available as far as we know: 

 iRODS EPIC AAI 

MPI-PL XX XX XX 

ENES ? XX XX 

CUP ? X X 

UCL ? ? ? 

INGV ? ? ? 

EAA ? ? ? 

RZG XX X XX 

SARA X XX XX 

JÜLICH ? ? XX 

STFC XX  XX 

 

From this table it is obvious that we should organize training events to update all interested partners to 
make them fit for participation.  

Which resources (data, computers, etc.) are needed and available? 

MPI-PL will be able to use large parts of its online data archive for extensive tests in this task. 

CUP also can provide part of its online archive for extensive tests. 

ENES will also provide part of its large data sets for tests. 

VPH also has collections that can be used for this task. 

Other community centers need to be asked. 

What are the first steps? 

The following steps can be identified: 

 Optimize the task description and understanding until 24. November. 
 Better understand the data organizations of the participating partners to identify possible 

problems. 
 Involve the data centers to reflect on this description. 
 Organize a virtual meeting with all interested parties to discuss all open issues. 
 Push forward a recommendation at 24. November. 
 Organize the work in WP4/5/6. 
 Organize training courses about basic technologies etc. 
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B.2. Dynamic Data Replication into an HPC Workspace (DR) 

Proposer:  Stefan Zasada, Ali Haidar, Willem Elbers, Peter Wittenburg 

What is it? 

In the VPH community there is the need to move data between the master storage and the HPC centers 
for statistical model analysis. This use case is different from the safe replication use case because the 
data replicated for statistical model analysis should be made available close to the HPC center and will 
be discarded when the model is run. The dynamic replication service case has no long-term preservation 
goal.  

For the VPH community a typical use case would be to move the data collection to a machine accessible 
from and close to a PRACE system, denoted as EUDAT storage. The data set has the potential to be 
large, therefore it is not feasible to copy the files on the fly. The data collection will reside in a data 
center close to the PRACE system for a certain amount of time, depending on the number of simulations 
that are run (or will be run) on the data collection. If multiple simulations are run on the data it is 
possible to perform these in parallel on different PRACE systems. 

Two typical scenarios can be recognized: 

(1) All simulations are run on the same PRACE system, shown in Figure 17. 

(2) Multiple simulations are run on multiple PRACE systems, shown in Figure 16. 

Detailed description of the workflow steps described in Figure 16 and Figure 17: 

1. Replicate43 data collection from master storage to storage close to HPC system(s). 
2. Run simulation by copying data from storage to HPC workspace and start the simulation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
3. Copy results from the simulation back into the storage. 
4. Replicate the results to slave archives also working on the same data collection. 

                                                             
43

 Replication is the process of copying out-of sync data from a source to a destination. 

Figure 16: Multiple simulations on multiple PRACE 
systems 

Figure 17: All simulations on a single 
PRACE system 
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5. Replicate the simulation results to the master. 
6. Slaves notify the master about all extra copies. 
7. The master creates or updates the PID records based on the notifications from steps 5 and 6. 

 
PIDs are only created for objects in the master storage. Slave nodes send notifications to the master in 
order to update the PID record with multiple URLs. 

The replication process from the master storage system to the slave storage system and vice versa 
overlaps with the safe-replication service case from a technical point of view. However, the dynamic 
replication service case description adds some specific workflow policies. 

What are the requirements? 

 Users can specify which collections to replicate for a simulation. 
 Users should be able to specify which EUDAT centers to use for the dynamic replication. 

Preferably close to the HPC system. 
 Users can specify how long the data should be kept close to the HPC system. 
 Data is moved from the EUDAT storage to the HPC workspace.  
 Replicas across multiple HPC centers should be kept in sync once a simulation is run in one of 

the centers (step 4 in scenario 2). 
 PID Server returns optimal URL (see PID service case description for details). 
 Community Managers should be able to manage user permissions44.  
 Community Managers want to know whether the replicas are identical to the source (auditing). 

  

                                                             
44 There is the need to control what user can do in terms of starting replications to and simulations on HPC systems, restrictions 

on how long user can keep data in the EUDAT storage… 
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B.3. EUDAT Metadata Domain (MD) 

Proposer:  Peter Wittenburg, Willem Elbers, Daan Broeder 

What is it? 

EUDAT should offer services to all researchers very soon. This has been stated in the proposal and was 
requested by the EC. A EUDAT Metadata Domain (MD) function offered by EUDAT is a general service 
that shows which data has been aggregated under the EUDAT umbrella allowing users to see for 
example which data sets they can combine for advanced data mining.  

MD will harvest the metadata of all data collections that are ingested/replicated to the services of the 
data centers. This is done via standard protocols such as OAI/PMH which includes the duty of the 
providers to also provide Dublin Core records in addition to the schemas and vocabularies they are using 
in their disciplines. A portal will offer manual access to the harvested collections by making use of 
faceted browsing etc. The database holding the aggregated information will also be accessible by an API. 
It is not yet clear whether it makes sense to define relations between the various metadata sets, this can 
only be done after having analyzed the different sets offered by the communities.  

In the meantime the EB stated clearly that we should indeed offer such a service quickly and that this 
service could be an option giving also to other initiatives to make their data collections visible. Achieving 
visibility will go beyond pure metadata access and also offer a nice web-site with some prose text. It 
needs to be decided whether EUDAT offers objects, collections or both. The EB’s decision was motivated 
also by the good example of ANDS and DataONE for which both this kind of metadata aggregation and 
presentation are key pillars of their activities. 

What are the requirements? 

The following requirements can be identified: 

User Side (here the data providing community centers): 

 Data providers must have their metadata described by a registered schema and the vocabulary 
also must be defined and registered in an open registry.  

 Data providers must support the OAI-PMH protocol and a mapping to DC should be available.  
 Data providers need to ensure that their metadata providing port is highly available.  
 Data providers will offer records for objects and (hierarchically) collections. Ways need to be 

found how to deal with the heterogeneity in granularity.  

Center Side (here data centers): 

 Data Centers must also provide the OAI-PMH protocol and need to have a framework that 
allows storing different schemas and building an index. 

 Data centers need to have a portal allowing giving easy access to the aggregated metadata for 
manual and machine access.  

 A simple ontology needs to allow mapping between the most relevant categories being used to 
support cross-walk for example.  

 We recently decided that we will need a center registry also for machine readability. Amongst 
others this registry needs to indicate for each center which the port is for metadata harvesting 
and who is responsible. 
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What are the Basic Technologies? 

Basic technologies are the OAI-PMH harvesting protocol and the use of proven XML-database, indexing, 
searching and visibility technology. At the data provider side stable solutions must be in place. 

There are a couple of initiatives that offer this kind of aggregation service in a distributed framework. 
We can mention here ANDS45, DataONE46, Europeana47, CLARIN48, but certainly there are many more 
similar approaches. Such initiatives have developed complete software solutions that are probably ready 
to be used. We need to look in detail whether these solutions are flexible enough for an open and cross-
disciplinary initiative such as EUDAT and there may be other solutions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A couple of technologies that are often being use: SOLR for facetted browsing/searching; eXit, BaseX, 
Lucene for creating a store and an index based on XML records; XSLT for XML extraction/transformation. 
With respect to semantic mapping different solutions are being used. In Some communities there is a 
clear trend to not hardwire the mapping into some code, but to register definitions and relations 
separately in open registries. This means that EUDAT should be able to rely on widely proven technology 
components. Details need to be sorted out. 

Who will participate? 

Primarily all data providers that store data in the data centers need to participate, i.e. there should in 
principle be no centrally replicated data sets if metadata is not being provided. But in addition we 
should also offer this service to collaborating institutions that have interesting research data.  

Is there Experience to be based on? 

Some initiatives such as ANDS, DataONE, Europeana and CLARIN have gathered experience with all 
mentioned technologies over many years. But as indicated there will be more initiatives with decent 
knowledge.  

                                                             
45 http://services.ands.org.au/home/orca/rda/  
46

 https://www.dataone.org/dataonepedia  
47 http://www.europeana.eu/portal/  
48

 http://catalog.clarin.eu/ds/vlo/  
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Which resources (data, computers, etc.) are needed and available? 

Not applicable. 

What are the first steps? 

It was agreed that the next step is that all interested parties, in particular the communities describe 
their views on this use case in short docs early enough before the coming SAF meeting, so that we can 
have a deep discussion about this with hopefully a recommendation to the EB.  

In case of a positive decision the following steps would need be taken: 

 Analysis of the metadata categories and schemas used by all core communities to start with 
and create a possible mapping strategy. It should be an obligation that all concepts used have 
been defined and registered.  

 Look for an appropriate portal technology stack (XML database, faceted browsing, semantic 
mapping, etc.).  

 Register the OAI-PMH ports of all participating centers in the centers registry.  
 Set up basic portal mechanisms and harvesting for the first few communities at one of the data 

centers. Describe the semantic mapping with simple logic and integrate this into a search 
framework.  

 Then extend this to other communities stepwise.  
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B.4. Researcher Data Store (RDS) 

Proposer:  Peter Wittenburg, Willem Elbers, Daan Broeder 

What is it? 

EUDAT should offer service to all researchers very soon. This has been stated in the proposal and was 
requested by the EC. A Data Store function offered by EUDAT is one possibility for such a general 
service.  

RDS allows registered and recognized researchers to upload resources together with metadata 
descriptions, to share the resources with others and to offer immediate visualization for the most 
prominent data types. The metadata entered allows users to search for the data with the help of a 
simple search possibility and social tagging fields allow users to add additional metadata keywords.  

What are the requirements? 

The following requirements can be identified: 

User Side: 

 Users must need to login preferably via distributed AAI so that they can be clearly identified. 
For the moment an additional registration option should be possible.  

 The user should specify the research domain from which he/she is coming in his/her profile.  
 A simple upload possibility should be provided and users can associate keyword metadata with 

the resources being uploaded. The user should be able to select the data center from a short 
list to be the entry point.  

 Users can either close the data, offer it via keys to others or share it with the world and can add 
additional keyword type of descriptors.  

 Users can search for resources with the help of a simple Google-like interface. 
 For the most well-known data types (audio, video, PDF, etc) immediate visualizations are 

possible.  
 The users can see how often the resources have been accessed by users. 

Center Side: 

 Centers carry out load balancing between the participating centers. 
 Centers use JHOVE like libraries to check the format of the uploaded files and in case of 

conflicts with the metadata description change the metadata entry and give a warning to the 
user. 

 Once uploaded the resources get a Handle to be identified. 
 The uploaded resources are part of the replication scheme being setup so that there are at 

least two instances, (user configurable number of copies as a nice to have) at different places.  
 Catalogue software is updated to allow searches. Viewers are being deployed for the standard 

formats. 
 The offered solution needs to be robust and highly available. A simple portal should indicate 

how the software operates. 
 There should be a mechanism in place to check the content of resources on critical issues. 

What are the Basic Technologies? 

Yet we cannot give recommendations. It seems that at Cern has developed Invenio meeting some if not 
all criteria. There may be other software around which is open source. At MPI-PL software was 
developed for this purpose, but it does not yet fulfill robustness criteria.  
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Who will participate? 

It is expected that some communities and in particular some data centers will offer such a service to 
users. It has to be checked which communities and centers will are interested to participate in offering 
such a service. 

Is there Experience to be based on? 

This cannot yet be answered. Since it is not aimed at to re-invent the wheel and develop own software, 
no special experience is required. 

Which resources (data, computers, etc.) are needed and available? 

not applicable 

What are the first steps? 

The following steps can be identified: 

 Optimize the task description and understanding until 24. November. 
 Involve the data centers to reflect on this description. 
 Organize a virtual meeting with all interested parties to discuss all open issues. 
 Push forward a recommendation at 24. November. 
 Organize the work in WP4/5/6. 
 Organize training courses about basic technologies etc. 

What are the Basic Technologies? 

Close collaboration with WP5 is required to see which technologies are available and would fit this 
service case. 

 HPC software. E.g. PRACE 
 Data grid/transfer technology (GridFTP, iRODS, …) 

Who will participate? 

VPH, EPCC / STFC?, PSNC, SARA, RZG 

Is there Experience to be based on? 

The VPH people have been using the HPC / PRACE infrastructure in the ContraCancrum project for about 
three years. The PMedicine project is a follow up project and will run for 4 years. 

Which resources (data, computers, etc.) are needed and available? 

 Access to storage centers 
 Access to HPC centers 

What are the first steps? 

 Optimize the task description and understanding until 24. November. 
 Involve the data centers to reflect on this description. 
 Make the requirements more concrete and generate a task list. 
 Implement a test with a single community, one data center close to a single HPC system. 
 Gradually include more data centers and HPC systems. 
 Gradually include more communities (with HPC needs). 
 Organize the work.  
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ANNEX C. DFT CONCEPT NOTE49 

DFT concept note RDA Initiative  

Data Foundation and Terminology 

Basic Concept Note V2 

Contributors: Bob, Daan, Johannes, Larry, Michael, Peter, Rainer, Raja, Reagan, Stan, Stefan, Tobias, 
Ulrich  
 
Rather than citing papers at different places in this note we refer to a number of papers which were at 
the basis of this note. This note is intended to describe the scope of the DTF working group, thus it is not 
meant to be a comprehensive document which elaborates all issues. It makes use of terms which need 
to be defined in the working group, thus in this note some terms are being kept vague on purpose.  

C.1. The Digital Era 

A number of factors have changed dramatically in the transition to digital information:  
 

 Digital information is no longer bound to its medium, i.e. the content exists independent of any 
specific physical media. 

 One of the key characteristics of physical objects, or the physical substrates, used for 
information storage is that long-term preservation requires them to be left alone to the 
greatest extent possible. That is, manipulating or using a device poses the risk of distorting or 
changing its physical properties and thus the information the device holds. For data objects50 
the reverse is true, i.e., most digital data needs to be checked and/or refreshed periodically in 
order to ensure their existence and their integrity. Further, data typically needs to be migrated 
and curated to keep up with technical innovation. Touching does in general not change 
integrity and quality.  

 Thus, due to the fragility of the physical substrates that are used to house data objects, the 
data objects need to be replicated – hence the need for digital repositories that store all copies. 

 Along the same line of reasoning, since we can readily separate digital content from its physical 
medium, we can transmit data via digital networks, i.e., data can be copied arbitrarily between 
any nodes on the Internet.  

 Therefore, because of this separation of content from medium, there is no longer a direct 
physical relationship between a producer and a consumer of data. That is, all digital data is 
effectively anonymous, and this anonymity creates a trust gap and also an information gap 
regarding data interpretation. 

 Accesses to digital objects and collections can be tracked, enabling validation and usage 
restrictions. 

 Procedures used to manage and curate digital objects can and need to be tracked to be able to 
do appropriate interpretations. 

 

                                                             

49 The full discussion can be found here: 

http://forum.rd-alliance.org/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=20&sid=b405a89c21063f10f007fb2c31e11b09 

50
 In this document we use the term “data objects” taking that data objects are “digital objects”.  

http://forum.rd-alliance.org/viewtopic.php?f=2&t=20&sid=b405a89c21063f10f007fb2c31e11b09
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Digital technology has also allowed us to create new types of data producers (sensors, simulation, 
analysis, crowd sourcing, etc.) that create ever-growing volumes of data and that increase the 
complexity (internal and external) of data sets.  

In particular data complexity will require 
advanced automation in order to manage the 
data and provide access to the data. This is 
depicted in the diagram contained in Figure 1, 
taken from a DataCite/EPIC/Handle flyer. Citable 
publications are being created now in digital as 
well as non-digital versions and their number is 
increasing. Some data (collections) will be 
associated with publications and need also be 
citable. However digital technology allows us to 

create a huge amount of data as part of the automated workflows. In doing so millions of data objects 
are being created every day and they are being re-used for various purposes. Unfortunately, at their 
creation it is not clear whether any one or many of the data objects will be used in citable collections, 
subsequently the data objects need to be made referable, and thus managed. 

C.2. Domain of Explicitly Registered Data 

In the area of networking it is widely accepted that we only acknowledge or use the collection of nodes 
that are registered and have a clear node identifier - e.g. an IP address. We know that there are many 
other nodes that send and receive messages, but they are out of the domain of the Internet and all its  

 
protocols and processes. We argue that, in the same fashion, in the future we will only be able to 
acknowledge and use those data objects and collections that are explicitly registered. Of course, there 
will always be considerable data for which the state is completely unknown – it is not referable. Thus we 
will, increasingly, need to ignore those objects and collections which have not been registered explicitly 
in a widely agreed-to registry infrastructure. Each data object and collection in any domain needs to 
have an identifier issued by a worldwide accepted infrastructure for persistent identifiers. We believe 
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that we will need to ignore, or consider non-existent, all other data when speaking about a (globally) 
accessible data domain. That is, since we cannot make any assertions regarding the existence, 
accessibility, sharability, integrity and quality of a non-referable data objects and collections, it ceases to 
be part of our shared discourse and our shared knowledge base. 
 
The above picture created by Dave Clark demonstrates the crucial role of IP numbers for exchanging 
messages of all sorts in a functional Internet. Of course the Internet makes use of various services for 
example to resolve “names” into IP addresses and vice versa. For data we can draw an analogous 
diagram (drawn by Larry Lannom). Here persistent identifiers are the pivotal means for referring to data 
objects and accessing them in a dynamic world of data. Analogous to the Internet world we need to 
maintain a second domain which is the domain of names and contextual attributes of various sorts. 
Persistent identifiers need to support references to the names, properties of objects and collections, 
and to the metadata51 - both PIDs and metadata contain valuable attributes describing properties of 
data objects and collections. 

 
We can formulate that in the case of the Internet all applications are making use of the same basic 
protocol where the “packet” is the basic object being exchanged and where endpoints have addresses 
and names. In the case of data we describe a layer on top of the Internet where all applications are 
making use of the same basic protocol where “data” is the basic object and where PID and metadata 
attributes describe essential object properties.  

C.3. Data Objects and Collections 

Basically Data Objects (DO) can be described as a triple:  
 

 a sequence of bits52 stored in one or more repositories  

                                                             
51

 The term metadata is used here in its restricted sense as machine-readable key-value type of descriptions of objects.  
52 Sometimes experts speak about “bit sequences” indicating that a “bit sequence” may have an internal structure pointing to 

different fragments.  
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 a PID that identifies the bit sequence, refers to its instances, and may store specific attributes 
about object properties and also may refer to a metadata object  

 a metadata description53 that refers to the PID record and also stores specific attributes 
containing informing about object properties  

The metadata description itself is also a data object. Thus there can be an overlap between the 
attributes stored in the PID and in the metadata object such as typical citation information which might 
be extracted from the metadata object and which is included in the PID record to allow quick inspection. 
But in general the division is that PID records contain information that permits identifying the object, 
allows for a check on its integrity, allows essential data management processes, etc, while metadata 
records must contain contextual information (incl. provenance) that allows interpreting and re-using the 
data.  
 

 
 
Collections are virtual aggregations of data objects that are identified and described by a PID and a 
metadata description. However, instead of referring to instances of bit sequences that contain the 
content, they refer to metadata descriptions of data objects or collections. So collections can include 
hierarchies of objects and collections that are related. The type of relation is defined by the researchers, 
and is dependent on the objects’ properties stored in the metadata descriptions or on the content. Since 
there is a wide agreement that metadata must be open, every researcher can in fact re-combine 
metadata objects and thus create new virtual collections without copying or moving the bit sequences. 
As indicated in the schematic drawing it is the metadata and the PID records that store all relevant 
information about collections. Thus, identifying collection member objects must be possible from the 
information stored in the PID record and the metadata description.  

Often presentation formats and versions of a document are treated in special ways indicating the special 
relationships between these objects. At first instance they are just special collections where the specific 
types of relation is either expressed in attributes of the PID and/or of metadata records.  

 
According to Abrams, Morrisey and Cramer (2009) objects can be categorized in 4 types:  
 

                                                             
53

 Here we speak about a primary metadata description which is generated by the DO creation process. Obviously a variety of 
secondary MD descriptions will be generated for various purposes, partly extracted from the primary one, partly enriched 
with additional information, etc.  
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A. most simple object type  object exists of one file and has 1 format 
B. format inclusion object type object exists of one file and has m formats 
C. split up object type  object exists of n files and has 1 format 
D. most general object type object exists of n files and has m formats 

 
Here the notion of “files” needs a clarification. Digital data is always being delivered by making use of 
software layers. In general the operating system of a computer provides a file system that is able to 
obtain bit sequences from storage devices in a fairly robust way and hand over the bit sequence to some 
other software that transmits, renders, analyses etc. the bit sequence. Thus we are used to associating 
“bit sequences” stored on discs with files. But bit sequences can also be hidden in containers such as 
relational data base systems. In this case there will be a stack of database routines responsible to return 
the correct bit sequence, i.e. any external reference will not be translated into a file node, but into a 
single database query, for example54. Thus, the use of the term “file” above is intended to encompass 
both structured and unstructured data objects. 

The 4 cases above can be translated into simple concepts in the data object domain: 

Cases C and D speak about “n files” which simply means that we have a specific type of collection where 
the “type” information should be included in the metadata attributes. Indeed we need to consider the 
existence of data objects that have an internal structure whether it is indicated by different formats or 
by other means55. What we need is a mechanism to address “parts of an object”. This means that the 
general addressing scheme to access data objects will have the generic form: 

<object identifier><delimiter><part identifier56> 
The object identifier resolution mechanisms needs to be agnostic with respect to the part identifiers, 
since they can only be resolved by the local software stack dependent on some agreements about 
structure.  

C.4. Persistent Identifiers 

Persistent Identifiers (PIDs) are unique and persistent strings that can be resolved into meaningful 
information about data objects. There is a wide agreement about PID systems57: 

 In order to use PIDs in the manner summarized above we need to ensure that PIDs are 
registered externally with recognized registries58. 

 In order to be available for all repositories that store data in a persistent way we need to have 
one worldwide system of PID registration and resolution that performs well and is highly 
scalable, highly available and persistent. 

 To be useful PIDs must provide a level of indirection to dynamic attributes that both change 
and are essential to access, for example, location. 

 To be useful PIDs must be associated with attributes that describe external properties of the 
data object such as links to stores of instances of the bit sequence, a checksum, citation data, 
mutability flag, etc.59 

                                                             
54 see also below for active data objects  
55

 A long time series recording (seismographic, video, etc.) can include a variety of different events that are relevant for the 
researchers as separate entities. 

56 Part identifiers can be offsets, path descriptions, queries, etc. to refer to a fragment of the identified object 
57

 Some see the suitability of hierarchical PID systems where local and global registries serve different tasks.  
58 Many initiatives and institutes have their own internal PID system that serves particular needs, but this is not sufficient when 

speaking about a domain of registered data.  
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C.5. Metadata 

This section is not meant as a broad discussion about metadata, which is too large of a topic for a short 
consideration, but this discussion serves only to fit metadata within the model we are proposing. 
Metadata is needed for various purposes, and the challenges of automatic data gathering and 
processing, as well as finding or developing the appropriate tools to operate on data objects will extend 
the requirements on the metadata attributes that will need to be stored.  

Metadata is used to store all information that is required to find objects and collections, and to interpret 
and to re-use objects and collections. In general we speak about storing properties and the spectrum of 
possible properties is fairly large, and dependent on what specific data production and consumption 
communities need and the functions they need to carry out60. It is important that metadata also 
includes contextual and provenance information that are important to interpret and re-use data.  

What we can require is that metadata providers adhere to a few general principles in order to make it 
easier to manage and re-use the metadata descriptions for a variety of purposes: 

 Schemas should be registered in open schema registries. 
 Categories used to describe object properties, and that appear in schemas, should be defined 

and registered in open data category registries. 
 Each metadata description should be associated with a PID so that we can refer to the 

metadata description in a persistent way and include the metadata in the data management 
processes. 

 Each metadata description should contain the PID that refers to the data object it describes. 

C.6. Properties 

Data Objects have a number of properties that describe their external and internal characteristics. 
Typical internal characteristics are properties such as the technical encoding and structure (often also 
summarized as format) used to encode scientifically relevant phenomena (for texts for example Unicode 
and a schema) and the semantics of the elements (categories) used to specify the phenomena. It is a 
widely accepted trend that there should be references to registries where encoding principles, schemas 
and also categories used are being registered and thus publically available. Only such explicit registration 
will enable seamless interpretation and re-use.  

External properties characterize the data object as a whole as opposed to looking into its internals. 
However external properties are essential, for example, for the life cycle management of data objects 
and thus should be explicit, and harmonized. In general external properties can be crafted in discipline 
independent form, and thus can be subject of harmonization. Internal properties are usually discipline 
specific, although the underlying principles should be discipline independent. 

There is not a generally accepted norm for which properties should be stored in the PID record and 
which in the metadata object. However, because the end objective requires us to reference both, in 
principal, it should just be a matter of developing suitable tools to access all information in a seamless 
way. DataCite for example defines “citation information” to be associated with PIDs, this is typically 
information that should be stored in the metadata records as well and obviously the citation 
information can be easily extracted from the metadata. This is an example of overlap in the information 
to be stored. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
59 There is a RDA initiative which will work out a recommendation for such information types 
60

 A metadata initiative has been formed under the RDA umbrella that will work on metadata aspects. 
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This working group leaves it to others groups to determine what are essential and common properties 
and their representation inside or outside PID record attributes.  

C.7. Policy-Rule based Operation 

Complementary to the notion of data objects and collections are operations that need to be carried out 
to support life cycle management, long term survival, access, interpretability and trust with respect to 
integrity and authenticity. Reagan Moore analyzed the scenario where explicit policies are designed to 
govern all operations on officially registered data objects in the emerging domain of complex data. 
Policies are designed to ensure the maintenance of properties of data objects and procedures are 
functions that implement these policies. Execution of sequences of such procedures results in state 
information that can be used for validation purposes. Thus we can state that explicit policy rules, proper 
procedures implementing them and a stable workflow engine executing sequences of such procedures 
are crucial for the trustworthiness of curation, preservation and accessible environments for data 
objects. It is a widely agreed trend that repositories that store data objects and collections will need to 
undergo quality assessments according to a specified procedure. The assessment of policy rules will be 
one of the most important aspects of such assessments.  

Another working group has been set up to do address this issue.  

C.8. Active Objects/Collections 

Both digital objects and collections don’t have to be restricted to static entities. The concept of active 
objects and active collections needs attention. The procedure that can be executed to generate a 
specific set of digital information can be registered. Accessing the registered procedure causes the 
information to be instantiated as would be the case when storing data in complex databases for 
example. A collection can then consist of persistent identifiers pointing to the procedures (active 
objects) that will generate information. An active collection associates a procedure with a collection. 
Accessing the collection causes the procedure to be applied to the digital information within the 
collection. An example is a “time-series” collection which organizes sensor data streams. When the 
collection is accessed, the desired time sequence is extracted through aggregation of individual sensor 
data files and partial I/O on the files that hold the end-points of the sensor stream61. Such procedures 
can be implemented as policies that control interaction with the collection allowing quality assessments.  

In the same way metadata can be generated or extended by applying a procedure to digital data. The 
metadata then consists of the information generated by reification of knowledge relationships. Typical 
applications consist of state information that tracks the application of management procedures. It will 
be the task of another working group to identify the different types of metadata and to harmonize 
terminology and define procedures. 

C.9. Data Access and Management 

In this chapter we want to briefly indicate typical canonical workflows to indicate how different 
concepts which we are describing in this paper will be used. We are basing this on diagrams that were 
worked out by Larry Lannom.  

Consider one such canonical workflow for using data. Data users would first perform a metadata search 
to find useful objects or collections. The found metadata objects will yield the relevant persistent 

                                                             
61

 This may also be achieved by specifying a collection and referring to fragments within the objects of the collection.  
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identifiers that amongst others allow a) quick inspections of at least a subset of the object’s properties 
and b) initiating access to the data. The properties described in the metadata will allow users to 
determine whether the data object is possibly indeed what they are looking for and whether they will be 
able to interpret the content. The resolution machinery will look up the PID included in the metadata 
record, and this would also permit making use of the associated information to, for example, check the 
integrity of the object etc.  

 
The PID will point to one of the instances of the bit sequence stored in some repository and start the 
access procedure. In general this will first lead to an authentication and authorization procedure, 
requiring a distributed mechanism to obtain the final access permissions. With the access permissions 
secured there will need to be protocols and software which will allow operations on the object’s 
content. Re-using data, in general, requires more information about the data than just the information 
about the technical encoding, the syntax and the semantics. All relevant additional context information 
therefore should be included in the metadata record. 

For typical management tasks we can also describe such a typical canonical workflow as indicated in the 
diagram above. In general management operations will be executed on collections of objects sharing 
some properties such as all video recordings encoded with H.264/MPEG4. Management operations can 
cover a whole spectrum of activities such as data migration, replication, transcoding, etc. Some of them 
just manipulate external properties; some of them will manipulate internal properties, for example 
when transcoding. The first steps in the diagram are basically similar although the first step will in 
general not be to execute a search on metadata, but instead prepared lists of collections that refer to 
their metadata. The access step is similar.  
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Due to the increasing amount of data only highly automated operations will be able to solve these types 
of management tasks. In specific cases policy rules might also invoke the actions of human agents. So 
policy rules need to be definable per collection and operation type. These will be executed, resulting in a 
manipulated set of data objects and their properties, i.e. the bit sequences may have been changed as 
well, the properties stored in the PID and metadata attributes may have been changed. In the case of 
changed bit sequences it will be necessary to also create new PIDs and metadata records. 

More such typical workflows can be easily described and it will be the task of another working group to 
determine generalizations of what “data access” means. It will allow us to specify appropriate APIs and 
protocols. 

C.10. Relevant Terms to be Harmonized 

In this chapter we present those terms that are essential for a data foundation and that should be 
harmonized. This list will change over time. 

 Access Operation 
 Active Object 
 Active Collection 
 Assessment 
 Bit Sequence 
 Carrier 
 Category 
 Citation 
 Collection  
 Complexity 
 Content 
 Curation 
 Data Object 
 Data Life Cycle 
 Data Set 
 Descriptive Information 
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ANNEX D. GLOSSARY 

AAA Authentication, Authorisation and Accounting 

AAI Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure 

API Application programming interface 

ARC Advanced Resource Connector 

CDI EUDAT Collaborative Data Infrastructure 

CERIF Common European Research Information Format 

CERT Computer Emergency Response Team 

CIM Component Object Model 

CLARIN Common Language Resources and technology Initiative. An ESFRI 
project in the Social Sciences and Humanities domain. 

CM Community Manager 

CMDI Component Metadata Initiative 

CMIP5 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 

CMS Content Management System 

CSMD Core Scientific Metadata Model 

CTA Cherenkov Telescope Array. An ESFRI project in the Physical Sciences 
and Engineering domain. 

CUP / CUNI Charles University in Prague 

Curation Provision of domain-dependent contextual support for permanent 
access to the meaning of data – including metadata, lexica, etc 

Curation and 
Preservation 

The process of ensuring that data can be re-used over time. 

D4Science Data Infrastructures Ecosystem for Science 

DAITF Data Access and Interoperability Task Force 

DC Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 

DEISA  Distributed European infrastructure for supercomputing applications 

DICOM Digital Imaging and Communications Standard in Medicine 

DIS Data Intensive Science 

DO Digital Object 

DOA Digital Object Architecture 

DOI Digital Object Identifier 

EB EUDAT Executive Board 
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EC European Commission 

EEF The European e-Infrastructure Forum 

EEG Electroencephalography is the recording of electrical activity along the 
scalp 

EGEE Enabling Grids for E-sciencE 

EGI European Grid Initiative 

e-IRG e-Infrastructure Reflection Group 

EML Ecological Metadata Language 

EMSO European Multidisciplinary Seafloor Observatory. An ESFRI project in 
the Environmental Sciences domain. 

ENES European Network for Earth System Modelling 

EPCC Edinburgh Parallel Computing Centre 

EPIC European Persistent Identifier Consortium 

EPOS European Plate Observing System. An ESFRI project in the 
Environmental Sciences domain. 

EPPN eduPersonPrincipalName Shibboleth Attribute 

ERA European Research Area 

ERIC European Research Infrastructure Consortium 

ESF European Science Foundation 

ESFRI European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures 

FP7 Seventh Framework Program 

GC EUDAT General Council 

GÉANT European multi-gigabit computer network for research and education 
purposes. 

GridFTP GridFTP is an extension of the standard File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for 
use with Grid computing 

HEP High Energy Physics 

HLEG High level Expert Group 

HPC High Performance Computing 

ICT Information and communication technologies 

IDP Identity Provider 

IMDI The ISLE Meta Data Initiative 

IMENSE  

iRODS Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System 
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ISO International Organization for Standardization 

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group image file format 

LifeWatch E-Science and Technology Infrastructure for Biodiversity Data and 
Observatories. An ESFRI project in the Environmental Sciences domain.  

MD Metadata 

MPI-PL Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics 

NREN National Research and Education Network 

OAI-PMH The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting 

OAIS Open Archival Information System 

OASIS Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 

OpenAIRE Open Access Infrastructure for Research in Europe 

PACS Picture Archiving and Communication System 

PARADE Partnership for Advanced Data in Europe 

PID Persistent Identifier 

PRACE Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe 

Preservation Provision of generic support for permanent access to ‘physical’ data – 
the bits and bytes – including storage, replication, provenance, etc 

PSNC Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center 

QA Quality assurance 

QoS Quality of Service 

RAD Rapid Application Development 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

RI Research Infrastructure 

RZG Rechencentrum Garching 

SAF EUDAT Services and Architectural Forum  

SAML Security Assertion Markup Language 

SARA SARA supports research in the Netherlands by developing and offering 
advanced ICT infrastructure, services and expertise 

SDI European Spatial Data Infrastructures 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SOA Service Oriented Architecture 

SRB Storage Resource Broker 

SSH Social Sciences and Humanities 
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STFC Science and Technology Facilities Council 

TEI Text Encoding Initiative 

UCL University College London 

VPH Virtual Physiological Human 

VPH-I Virtual Physiological Human Initiative 

Web 2.0 A term commonly associated with web applications that facilitate 
interactive information sharing, interoperability, user-centred design, 
and collaboration on the World Wide Web. 

XML eXtensible Markup Language 

 


